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Abstract
Iron aluminide has continuously attractive since the early 20th century, due to a
combination of preferred properties including excellent oxidation and sulfidation
resistance, considerable high temperature strength and creep resistance, low density and
low cost. These properties make Fe-Al series intermetallics the promising replacement
for specialized alloy steel in components used for fossil fuel energy systems which require
high thermal and corrosion resistance. To date, researches have been focused on
improving the high temperature strength and room temperature ductility of the material.
Nevertheless, the industrial application of this series of alloys is still limited by its room
temperature brittleness, which also leads to a high manufacturing cost of this alloy.
In the present thesis work, an innovative wire-arc additive manufacturing process is used
to fabricate iron aluminide alloy in-situ, through separate feeding of pure of Fe and Al
wires into a molten pool that is generated by the gas tungsten arc welding process. This
new manufacturing process possesses revolutionary time and cost saving in comparison
to traditional methods. Since the brittle nature of Fe-Al intermetallics, the feasibility of
this process in fabricating iron aluminide have been firstly investigated in this study. Also,
in order to optimize the specific manufacturing process, the influences of the
manufacturing parameters, such as deposition current, interpass temperature and torch
travel speed, on the geometries, material and mechanical properties have been studied.
According to the results, suitable parameters for producing the crack-free and cross
section symmetric iron aluminide components, 140A deposition current, 400C interpass
temperature and 95mm/min tungsten torch travel speed have been determined when the
specific deposition energy is kept around 20kJ/g. And it has been proved that the present
manufacturing process is capable of producing fully densified iron aluminide structure
with designed chemical composition and phase.
Subsequently, the in-depth study on the preferred epitaxial grown grain structures inside
the buildup iron aluminide have been performed in order to further understand the
influence of certain microstructure on the mechanical properties, especially tensile
properties of the material. The tensile results have shown higher strength in the
longitudinal direction tensile specimens than in the normal direction specimens, while
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elongation is correspondingly reduced, which results have indicated that grain refinement
procedure is required after the additive manufacturing process to obtain better and more
homogeneous mechanical properties within the buildup material.
Afterwards, in order to quantitatively investigate the phase transformations during the
multi thermal cycling of the additive manufacturing process, in-situ neutron scattering
has been performed on the additive manufactured Fe3Al based iron aluminide sample in
a single heating up process. The neutron diffraction data has explicitly exhibited the phase
transformation procedures occurred throughout the heating up process. This result also
indicates the significance of the homogenization and ordering heat treatment for the asfabricated Fe3Al based iron aluminide, otherwise the imperfectly ordered Fe3Al phase,
rather than perfectly ordered Fe3Al phase, would occupy most of the material.
In addition to the material with consistent chemical composition, a functionally graded
material with pre-designed chemical composition gradient was manufactured by the wirearc additive manufacturing process. The experimental characterizations have
demonstrated that the designed chemical composition in the buildup wall can be
accurately achieved by adjusting the wire feed ratio of iron and aluminum wires. The
hardness and tensile properties throughout the deposited wall have shown similar
properties as in previous experiments. Considering the application prospects of iron
aluminide, the corrosion mechanism of the functionally graded material was
characterized in different locations by the method of electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy. The increasing Al content in the as-fabricated Fe-FeAl functionally graded
material buildup wall produces increased electric potentials in the test specimens, which
implies an increase of corrosion resistance.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Iron-rich iron aluminide alloys have been of interest for manufacturing industries due to
a combination of properties including excellent oxidation and sulfidation resistance,
considerable high temperature strength and creep resistance, low density and low cost.
These properties make iron aluminide a promising replacement for specialized alloy
steels in components used for fossil fuel energy systems which require high thermal and
corrosion resistance. To date, research has mainly focused on improving the mechanical
properties, especially ambient temperature ductility and high temperature (>600C) yield
strength, which are the two main limitations for the application of iron aluminide to the
manufacturing industry, by adding alloying elements such as boron, chromium, cerium,
carbon, niobium and titanium to Fe3Al or FeAl based iron aluminides.
Currently, common practice for manufacturing iron aluminide are powder metallurgical
methods such as furnace casting/melting and mechanical hot pressing. The main defect
from powder metallurgical methods is the porosity defect inside the as-fabricated ingots.
This often requires expensive post-fabrication processing such as hot isostatic pressing
(HIP), aging and annealing to achieve the full-density that is an essential requirement for
heavy loaded structural materials. In addition, expensive high-purity metal powder is
always necessary for powder metallurgical methods to avoid casting defects, such as
contamination and segregation of impurity elements, which produce inhomogeneous
microstructure and poor mechanical properties.
Considering the low ductility and machinability of Fe-Al intermetallics at room
temperature, and also the current manufacturing trend of free-forming processes, the
additive manufacturing (AM) processes may offer an effective alternative for fabricating
full density structural iron aluminides. To date, various AM processes have been used to
fabricate free-formed structures of metallic materials such as aluminum alloys, nickel
alloys, steel and titanium alloys. Therefore, in the present research an innovative wire-arc
additive manufacturing (WAAM) process is applied to in-situ manufacture iron aluminide
with various (under control) Al content. Converse to the powder bed AM processes such
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as laser additive manufacturing (LAM) and selective laser melting (SLM) which are
susceptible to porosity, the WAAM process is capable of producing structures with fulldensity if appropriate process parameters are used. The WAAM process commonly uses
a single feed wire and produces a deposited structure of the same composition as the wire.
However, the WAAM applied in the present research subject uses two wire feeding
systems which are independent to each other so as to in-situ produce binary alloys with
pre-designed chemical composition. In order to further improve the WAAM process,
experimental investigations are needed to reveal the corresponding mechanical and
material properties of the additive manufactured iron aluminide.
In addition, since the wire feedings are independent to each other in the present WAAM
process, the current process is also capable of fabricating functional graded material
(FGM) with chemical composition gradient inside the buildup material. And compared to
the traditional manufacturing processes of FGM such as powder metallurgy processes and
disc remelting process, the cost and the flexibility of the WAAM is much better. Therefore,
the development of the WAAM process can further open up the industry application of
FGM.

1.2 Objectives
The main objectives of the present research subject are: to investigate the feasibility of
using the WAAM process to in-situ fabricate iron aluminide with pre-designed chemical
composition; and to in-situ investigate the influence of different parameters on the
mechanical properties of the fabricated material. Afterwards, the influence of loading
direction on the mechanical property of the fabricated iron aluminide has been
investigated in details. Also, the phase transformation occurs during each single
deposition process has been in-situ investigated using neutron diffraction technology. And
in the last experimental chapter, an iron aluminide FGM has been fabricated using the
WAAM process and the corrosion property of the FGM through the chemical composition
gradient is studied.

1.3 Major contributions
The present research has applied a wire based additive manufacturing process fabricate
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iron aluminide structures rather than the common used powder metallurgy processes. The
experimental characterizations of the reproducible Fe3Al based iron aluminide buildup
walls have proved the feasibility of using the present WAAM process to in-situ fabricate
iron aluminide buildup walls with pre-designed chemical compositions. The
corresponding experiments also provide the appropriate manufacturing parameters for the
WAAM process fabricating iron aluminide. In addition, by flexibly controlling the wire
feeding ratios of the Fe and Al wires, a functionally graded material with pre-designed
chemical composition gradient has been successfully fabricated. These achievements
have expanded the application scope of AM process from manufacturing structures with
consistent material as the filler material to structures with material of in-situ designed
chemical compositions. Also, compared to the commonly used fabricating processes of
iron aluminide, the WAAM process is much more applicable for manufacturing iron
aluminide with “full density”, which is a necessity for structure materials.
The findings of the present research have also contributed to the in-depth understanding
of additive manufactured iron aluminide. Specifically, the influence of force loading
orientation on the mechanical properties of additive manufactured iron aluminide has
been investigated in details, since large columnar grains have been observed inside the
buildup walls. This knowledge provides the improvement direction of the WAAM process
and the further material processing for the as fabricated iron aluminide.
In addition, the phase transformation process inside the buildup structure during the
WAAM process has been simulated and in-situ investigated using neutron diffraction
technology. This neutron diffraction experiment has provided in-depth understanding of
the phase and lattice parameter variations during the WAAM process which is meaningful
for the application of the WAAM process into intermetallic fabrication.

1.4 Thesis organization
This chapter generally introduces the research background, the major objectives and
contributions of this work. Rest of the present thesis is organized as follows:
The literature review of this work is presented in Chapter 2, which elaborates the current
knowledge related to the research subject, including: (1) the technological design of the
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WAAM system such as welding parameters controlling, different categories of AM
processes and post manufacturing machining methods; (2) the basic information of Fe-Al
binary system and up-to-date research status on Fe-Al intermetallics; (3) the basic
knowledge on neutron diffraction technology since it would be used in this work; (4) a
brief summary of manufacturing aspects and the problems related to Fe-Al intermetallics.
The experimental equipment used in this work is described in Chapter 3. It includes the
sample preparation machines, microscopies, diffraction instruments and mechanical
property test machines.
Chapter 4 states the feasibility study of using the WAAM system in-situ fabricate Fe3Al
based iron aluminide components, and the corresponding influences of manufacturing
parameters, such as deposition current, interpass temperature and travel speed, on the
geometries, material and mechanical properties of the buildup components.
An in-depth investigation on the influence of force loading orientations on the mechanical
properties inside the buildup iron aluminide component is presented in Chapter 5.
Because as shown in the feasibility and parameter studies, preferred orientation has been
found in the grain structures.
Chapter 6 addresses an in-situ neutron diffraction characterization on the phase fraction
variation of the buildup iron aluminide component during the heating up process. It gives
an in-depth understanding of the phase transformation procedures happen during each
single deposition layer during the WAAM process.
In Chapter 7, the material and mechanical properties of functionally graded iron
aluminide material fabricated using the WAAM process are presented. In addition,
considering the application environment of Fe-Al intermetallics, the corrosion
mechanism of the functionally graded material is investigated in this chapter.
Chapter 8 is the summary chapter of this work, it concludes the primary findings of this
wok and makes recommendations for the future work of WAAM system and Fe-Al
intermetallics.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
Iron rich Fe-Al intermetallics are of interest for their excellent oxidation [1] and corrosion
resistance [2], low density and low material cost. Systematical researches on this material
have been continuing since 1980’s when projects held by Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) produced iron rich Fe-Al compounds with melting and drop casting methods,
and also used micro alloying and heat treatment methods to estimate their effects on the
mechanical properties of the fabricated material [3, 4]. According to the Fe-Al binary
phase diagram, iron rich Fe-Al intermetallic mainly contains Fe3Al phase with DO3
structure [5] and FeAl phase with B2 structure [6]. Up to date, researches have mainly
focused on improving the mechanical properties, especially ambient temperature ductility
and yield strength over 600C, by adding alloying elements to Fe3Al/FeAl based iron
aluminides [7-9]. Improvements in conventional casting of iron aluminides have stalled.
Instead, powder based melting [10] and mechanical hot pressing [11] have become the
preferred methods of producing these alloys. However, the manufacturing cost of these
methods is relatively high, therefore the innovative method of fabricating iron aluminides
with lower manufacturing cost has been considered to be one of the main future research
areas [12].

2.1 Process design
Considering the low ductility and machinability of Fe-Al intermetallics at room
temperature, also the current manufacturing trend of free-forming processes, the additive
manufacturing (AM) processes may offer an effective alternative for fabricating full
density structural iron aluminides. AM processes have been increasingly successful since
their first introduction into the manufacturing industry in 1986 [13]. While initially
applied to non-metallic materials such as polymer and biomaterial, AM has subsequently
been adapted to fabricate complex, net-shaped metal components in successive layers
[14]. As a rapid prototyping technique, short lead-times are obtained and design changes
can easily be incorporated. It has been proved very effective in accelerating production
development by omitting extensive machining and thus reducing time-to-market with
respect to traditional machining approaches [15].
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Currently, deposition for metal AM processes are mainly approached by powder-bed and
wire-feed methods [16]. The present research has chosen the wire-fed approach as the
preferred deposition method. Although powder-based AM process has more shaping
accuracy and higher resolution, for certain materials it does not have the capability to
directly produce functional parts of high structural integrity that can be directly used in
operational systems [17]. Powder-based AM processes produce parts that are close to full
density [18], but often require expensive processing such as hot isostatic pressing (HIP)
to achieve the full-density that is essential for highly-loaded structural materials. Also,
the wire-fed deposition method has significantly lower material supply cost and there is
less potential for oxide contamination when compared to powder-based methods [19].
The power source chosen for the present AM process is gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)
arc rather than laser or electron beam, due to a combination of advantages including low
cost, no need for a vacuum chamber (when compare to electron beam), the ability to
economically apply the process to a very large operating volume, and a much higher
deposition rate [20, 21]. Furthermore, compared to GMAW process, the GTAW arc is
more stable and less inclined to generate spatter when applied to a wide range of ferrous,
non-ferrous alloys and their combinations [22], which is more desirable to achieve
consistent chemical composition inside the deposit [23]. The GTAW process can be
combined with industrial welding robots and multi-sensor control systems to achieve high
arc placement accuracy in industrial applications where distortion or other small-butunpredictable component placement errors are likely [24]. In addition, it is worthy of
mentioning that AM technology also needs the development of applying new materials
into fabrication [25].
2.1.1 Integrated control of GTAW for AM
GTAW, also known as tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding, is an arc welding process using
a non-consumable tungsten electrode to produce the welding torch. The process grants
the operator greater control over the weld than competing processes such as shielded
metal arc welding (SAW) and gas metal arc welding (GMAW), allowing for stronger,
higher quality welds and almost no arc-welding fume [26]. Although GTAW is
comparatively more difficult to master, and it is significantly slower than most other
welding techniques [27], the need for high stability and deposition rate in Fe-Al
intermetallic manufacturing requires GTAW whatsoever. In recent years, GTAW process
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has already been applied in AM processes manufacturing Al alloy parts and a series of
controlling methods have been developed.

Figure 2.1: GTAW process: (a) GTAW displayed using robotic system; (b) schematic
diagram of GTAW on work piece [28].
Generally, a good weld is identified by its microstructure and other factors: the amount
of spatter, or the amount of overfill or underfill, etc. [29]. Although these are not easily
measured or quantified, they can be related to characteristics such as the cooling rate of
molten pool, metal transfer mode, bead/groove geometry and work piece defects. Also,
many of these characteristics can be related to the mass and heat transferred from the
welding process to the weld pool [30] and the thermal cycling processes during deposition
have significant influence on chemical composition, microstructure and mechanical
properties of manufactured materials. Therefore, the integrated control of GTAW for
wire-based metal AM can be divided into three sections: welding parameters control,
welding pool control and filler material control. An amount of work demonstrated that a
deposited layer with a similar geometry can be achieved by different combination of these
processing parameters [31].
2.1.1.1 Welding parameters control
In general, for GTAW process welding parameters refer to welding current, voltage, travel
speed, and shielding gas flow rate. For GTAW powered AM process, the preheating
temperature and interpass temperature control is also necessary. During the deposition
process, these parameters directly influence the dimensions (depth and width) of the
molten pool and the quality of deposited material [32]. From another perspective, the goal
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of controlling these parameters is to ensure an appropriate thermal cycling field during
the multi-pass fabrication.
Welding current mainly affects the penetration depth compare to its influence on width of
welds [33]. The appropriate welding current should be chosen according to the specific
welding conditions (substrate thickness, material, travel speed and joint type) and produce
proper energy into the weld pool. Generally, the resistance heat during the deposition is
calculated by the equation below [27], where QR is resistance heat; I is welding current;
R is equivalent resistance of welding arc; t is specific welding time on the welding
position.

QR  I 2 Rt
Compare to resistance heat, linear heat input is a relatively more applicable parameter in
actual AM operations.

E  '

UI
v

In the equation U is welding voltage, v is specific welding speed and ’ is the efficiency
of heat input from welding arc to molten pool. For direct current GTAW process the heat
input efficiency is 78% ~ 85% and for alternating current is 68% ~ 85% [34].
Complementary with current, a higher welding voltage would increase the width of welds
because of the larger torch cross section. In specific operations, welding voltage is
dominated by arc length between tungsten electrode and work piece. Larger arc length
can generate weld with larger width and slightly decrease the welding penetration. The
appropriate arc length is significant for GTAW process, too long arc length would induce
weld porosity and inadequate gas protection for the work piece and on the other hand too
short arc length would make it difficult for welders to observe the molten pool during the
deposition and may cause short circuit, tungsten electrode contamination by the filler
material, and excessive burning loss of tungsten electrode. By controlling arc length, the
shape of welding pool can be controlled and then better welding performance is achieved
[35]. For butt welding, the appropriate arc length is approximately equal to the diameter
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of the tungsten electrode [27]. In specific GTAW operations, the relationship between
appropriate welding voltage and welding current is shown in the empirical formula below
[36].

U  10  0.04I
U is welding voltage; I is welding current. And when welding current is over 600A, the
welding voltage should be kept lower than 34V for operation safety.
The choice of welding speed should consider the specific welding material and welding
directions. For high thermal conductivity metallic materials like aluminum alloys and
non-flat welding, the travel speed should not be too slow in order to avoid large welding
induced distortion and the flowing of liquid metal [37]. On the other hand, the travel speed
cannot be too fast for cracking and oxidation susceptible materials since excessive travel
speed would cause comparatively higher cooling rate and inadequate gas protection. Also,
the excessive travel speed can induce incomplete melting of filler materials.
The protection gas flowing rate is also very important for a good GTAW bead. Under a
suitable flowing rate, the protection gas would be laminar flow which has good rigidity
and large scope of protection. Too small flowing rate would cause low wind resistance
for outdoor welding and too large flowing rate would cause turbulence in the welding
torch and induce weld porosity. In some cases, trailing shielding gas would also be needed
to ensure the welding bead is entirely under protection after solidification.
The purpose of controlling preheating temperature and interpass temperature is to control
the welding cooling rate while it has little influence on the time stay over homogenizing
temperatures. Also, the appropriate interpass temperature during AM can reduce the
hydrogen cracking susceptibility of the deposited materials.
2.1.1.2 Welding pool control
The shape of welding pool influences the welding temperature field, quality of weld bead
[38] and sometimes the phase in the fabricated material [23]. In GTAW process the molten
drop transfer process is generally globular transfer mode and bridging without
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interrupting transfer mode. In globular transfer mode, the diameter of molten droplet is
larger than the diameter of filler wire. Molten droplets drop away from welding wire by
gravity when the size of the droplet is large enough. The weld penetration and weld bead
shape are comparatively uniform and finger shaped penetration is avoided [36] in this
transfer mode. However, this transfer mode would affect the welding arc stability and
cause unsatisfying bead shape therefore this transfer is not often applied unless for very
low weldability materials. On the other hand, in bridging without interrupting transfer
mode, the filler wire would first contact molten pool and instantly blast off by the
overheating and then directly transfers into molten pool. By bridging without interrupting
transfer mode the weld shape can be steadily and accurately controlled. Therefore, the
bridging without interrupting transfer mode in the welding pool can be assumed as the
appropriate transfer mode for GTAW powered wire-feed metal AM process but globular
transfer mode should also be considered when it is necessary during the welding process.
For the purpose of controlling the transfer mode of welding pool as expected, surveillance
and tracking controller is required. An amount of researches have illustrated that in-situ
[39], digital [40] and tracking typed [41] controller is best suited for welding pool control
system. However, different from laser or electron beam welding, GTAW process is mostly
dependent on manual operation but automated or remote control [42]. Because welding
process, especially GTAW process, is a multiple inputs multiple outputs, nonlinear, timevarying, and strong coupled process with many uncertainties [43]. Welding state is
constantly changing with time during the welding process; these are all bringing more
challenges to the development of intelligent GTAW [44]. Also for AM process, changed
position and size of weld bead, instability of welding penetration can affect welding
quality considering the complexity of the welding process [45, 46]. Several sensing
methods of GTAW have been experimentally applied to automatically control the welding
process. It has been claimed that effective processing algorithms are crucial for desirable
sensing results. High-speed accurate image processing and weld pool reconstruction
algorithms are needed to provide the welding process for real-time control [43]. Up to
date, Sensing methods can be categorized into two ways, vision-based sensing [47, 48]
and auditory-based sensing [49].
With the development of electronics, photo-electronics, image processing, and computer
technology, visual inspection has made giant strides in development [50]. By collecting
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the information of welding pool surface height [51], transfer mode [52], welding
penetration [53] and weld seam [54, 55] using charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, the
computer can in return controls welding parameters and provides satisfying welds for arc
welding [56]. In addition, auditory sensors, in most cases play the role as auxiliary for
vision sensors to make judgments that whether the welding pool is in right conditions [57]
by identifying sonic characteristics from the welding pool.
2.1.1.3 Filler material control
Welding for aluminum alloys is a pretty skill required job since aluminum is very
thermally expandable and has relatively high thermal conductivity [58]. Therefore, the
welding method for aluminum is far different from welding iron alloys [59]. For
aluminum wire feeding system, several special equipment are required: non-metallic
Teflon liner which aims to reduce the friction between welding wire and the liner; Ugroove driving roll which aims to avoid the deformation and zigzagging of aluminum
wire during feeding process rather than V-groove driving roll; guiding devices at entrance
and exit of the liner which aim to avoid the possible scratches on soft aluminum wire [60].
Besides the dedicated equipment, the grade [61] and diameter [62] of the aluminum wire
can also significantly affect the bead quality and shape.
Compare to aluminum wire, the weldability of pure iron wire is much better. However,
iron wire welding has a problem in oxidation controlling. Because unlike aluminum oxide
(Al2O3) which can form a thin, dense oxide cover and prevent the material from further
oxidizing [63]; iron oxide Fe3O4, also referred to as FeO-Fe2O3, is relatively thick and
fluffy which it would expand the contact area between iron and open air and lead to further
oxidation [64, 65]. Relative oxidation principles of aluminum and iron are shown in below
equations.
Al: 4 Al  3O2  2 Al2O3 ;
Fe: 2 Fe  O2  2 FeO ; 6 FeO  O2  2( FeO  Fe2O3 )
In addition, although tungsten torch in GTAW can in some level eliminate oxidation on
previous welds [66], extra grinding process is still required between each layer to ensure
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the deposition stability in the next pass.
2.1.2 Additive manufacturing
Basic principle of additive manufacturing (AM) is: a model can be fabricated directly
without the need for process planning after initially generated using a three-dimensional
computer aided design (3D CAD) [67]. AM is actually not a single technology concept
but a set of emerging technologies that are seriously challenging conventional machining
and forming technologies [68] by producing parts with more complicated geometries and
competitive properties [69]. These technologies have been proved to be very effective in
building up complicated geometries layer by layer and so are also referred to as additive
layer manufacturing [70]. Up to date, AM technologies have been maturely applied to
non-metallic materials fabrications like ceramics [71], polymers [72] and even chocolate
[73], while for metallic materials AM process is still in the bottleneck of producing
functional metallic parts [74]. Categorized by filler materials, currently metal AM
processes can be divided as powder-bed and wire-feed [75].

Figure 2.2: Exemplary Ti-6Al-4V multi bead builds produced by wire-feed AM: (a) wall
(86 single beads, as-built surface), (b) thruster (133 single beads, machined surface) [76].

2.1.2.1 Powder-bed metal AM process
For powder-bed metal AM processes, as shown in Fig. 1.3, the fusion power resources
are mainly laser and electron beam and all metal AM systems applied into industry are
based on powder-bed fusion technologies [77]. Since the AM processes are based on
powder, the accuracy of the fabrication can be controlled at a comparatively high level at
30m [78]. And the low linear deposit energy allows relatively low distortion during
fabrication. However, the size of parts fabricated by powder-bed is limited by the size of
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the manufacturing chamber [76]. Also, for laser powered processes although shielding
gases are applied, the oxidation to the parts fabricated with these technologies is serious
which can diminish the mechanical properties [79]. In electron beam manufacturing
(EBM) processes, parts are produced in a vacuum chamber. The vacuum environment
prevents the beam from being deflected and by this technological characteristic parts of
high purity can be obtained. However, there is limited EBM equipment available which
is patented by Arcam® and available on two machines: Arcam® S12 [80] and Arcam®
A2 [81]. And materials types are limited that only three types of titanium (Ti6Al4V,
Ti6Al4V ELI and Ti Grade 2) and cobalt chromium (CrCo ASTM F75) materials are
officially released for EBM [25]. In addition, the cost for powder-bed AM processes are
very high, not only the commercialized equipment but also the high purity metal powder,
therefore powder-bed AM processes can only be applied on forming small quantities of
functional prototypes [82].

Figure 2.3: (a) Fusion on an EBM machine; (b) Scheme of an additive machine [25].

2.1.2.2 Wire-feed metal AM process
Different from powder-bed AM processes, the filler material in wire-feed metal AM
processes is directly welding wires and essentially wire-feed metal AM processes are
multi-layers welding processes with designed shapes [22]. The wire-feed type becomes
appealing since conventional powder-bed prototyping technologies do not have the
capability of directly producing functional parts of high structural integrity that could be
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used in operational systems [83]. Compare to power-bed style, the wire-feed processes
have much higher density and deposition energy and do not have the size limitation
therefore medium or even large sized functional parts can be obtained [84]. Also, the
generally lower contamination of using wire than powder is an advantage regarding
material quality [85]. Furthermore, the costs of equipment and filler materials are much
lower than powder-bed metal AM processes [86]. However, wire-feed metal AM
processes also have some defects.
Firstly, caused by the high deposition energy and temperature, the uneven temperature
field on supporting substrate and built up layers would cause inevitable weld induced
residual stress and distortions [87]. For all metal AM processes, the addition of more
layers and subsequent deposited energy alter the temperature distribution in preceding
layers and result in secondary peaks in their temperature histories [88]. Also, upper layers
reach more stable interpass temperature than first few layers that in contact with substrate.
And addition of layers would increase the platform distortion [78].
Secondly, since filler material is wire, for which in unit size is much larger than powder,
the accuracy of wire-feed metal AM processes cannot be competitive to powder-bed
processes. In wire-feed processes the width of single bead is usually at least 5 mm in order
to ensure the weld quality [89] so the fabrication accuracy is much lower than powderbed processes. Therefore, further machining or polishing processes would be required on
manufactured surfaces in wire-feed AM processes. Although further machining would
increase workloads, compare to conventional cutting and machining processes the AM
process is still outstandingly more efficient and has lower material consumption.
Thirdly, the oxidation of fabricated materials in wire-feed AM process can be issues when
the manufacturing is processed out of chamber [85]. Although welding arc and molten
pool are protected by shielding gas during manufacturing, the high temperature
manufactured material would directly contact open air after arc, and generate oxide cover
on deposited material. Therefore, contaminations from oxidations and nitrides are
inevitable [90]. Even so the contamination in wire-feed AM processes is still comparable
with powder-bed AM processes. It is because although powder-bed AM processes are run
in chambers, the contact surface area of powder to air is much larger before manufacturing.
Also, welding arc can in some level clean and vaporize the oxide cover on previous layers.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Experimental setup of the wire-feed process; (b) Schematic drawing of the
wire-feed process [88].
In recent years, a robot aided wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) system has been
built up and has been applied in manufacturing medium sized thin-walled structures using
steel and aluminum alloys [91-93]. The concept of the WAAM system has also been
further used for in-situ fabricating titanium aluminides with designed chemical
compositions by feeding both Ti and Al wires into a single molten pool [94, 95], which
has explored another application orientation of AM processes.

2.1.2.3 Pending challenges of metal AM process
Although AM processes have brought the free-form concept by manufacturing parts layer
by layer, they still have pending challenges to conquer. Building speed, possible part size,
reliable thermal-mechanical properties, applications on new materials, and also substrate
distortions are the main challenges [92]. Due to the different filler material and power
source styles, these challenges can be potentially broken through in wire-feed AM
processes. The simpler process setup and operation of wire-feed processes allow this
series of technologies can build up additive layers in a much higher speed in a larger range
which means they have larger possible part size than powder-bed processes [96]. Also,
with higher deposition energy in power source the material manufactured by wire-feed
processes can be higher dense and have better material qualities with lower amount of
oxygen and nitrogen contamination [97]. Furthermore, by simply changing the filling
wires, different materials can be applied in wire-feed metal AM processes and also by
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multiple wires different chemical composition of the building up materials can be easily
achieved.
2.1.3 Low stress machining technology
Although wire feed AM process has higher deposition rate compare to powder based AM
process, there is a trade-off between high deposition rate and high resolution [92].
Therefore, the afterwards machining process is inevitable for wire-feed AM process. To
date, the machining process applied in wire feed AM processes is mainly traditional
physical cutting and milling while for high hardness and brittleness material these high
stress machining processes would cause fragmentation and damage the material.
Therefore, feasible low stress machining technology for AM process is required.
When considering a machining technology that has the capability regardless of material
hardness, no tool wear, high material removal rate, smooth and bright surface, and
production of components of complex geometry which can appropriately coordinate with
AM process, electrochemical machining (ECM) is attractive for the application by such
as process [98]. In the ECM process, as shown in Fig. 1.5, a low voltage (8 ~ 30V) is
normally applied between electrodes with a small gap size (usually 0.2 ~ 0.8mm)
producing a high current density of the order of (10 ~ 100A/cm2), and a metal removing
rate ranging from an order 0.1mm/min, to 10mm/min. Electrolyte (typically NaCl or
NaNO3 aqueous solutions) is supplied to flow through the gas with a velocity of 10m/s to
50m/s to maintain the electrochemical dissolution with high rate and to flush away the
reaction products (usually gases and hydroxides) and heat generated by the passage of
current and electrochemical reactions [99].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of ECM [99].
ECM has been particularly employed with difficult-to-machine alloys. In recent years,
remarkable progresses have been made in improving the machining accuracy [100-102],
processing mechanism for certain materials [103-105], reducing surface waviness [106,
107], and the application in machining intermetallics which have been considered hard to
machine or corrode [108]. Up to date ECM application in machining iron and aluminum
based material is comparatively mature [109-111] and its operation conducted using
computer aided technologies has been developed [112, 113]. Therefore, for iron aluminide
structures produced using wire feed AM process, ECM can potentially offer a satisfying
finishing process.

2.2 Iron rich Fe-Al intermetallics
Intermetallic, also referred to as intermetallic compound, is crystalline compound that is
proportionally composed of two or more metal components [114]. In comparison with
conventional metal alloys, it has much higher hardness, melting point and corrosion
resistance. Therefore, intermetallics have a promising prospect in high temperature (up to
700C) structural materials applied in hostile environments [115]. A great deal of
fundamental and developmental research has been made on high-temperature structural
intermetallics aiming at the implementation of these intermetallics in aerospace,
automotive and land-based applications [116].
Current researches on intermetallics mainly focus on three series: Ni-Al [117], Ti-Al [118]
and Fe-Al. Although Fe-Al series intermetallics didn’t get enough attentions as other two
series, the interests on this series of material have been increasing since 1990 [119]. On
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one hand, Fe-Al intermetallic has commonalities as other two series like excellent
plasticity and oxidation resistance under high temperature [4]. On the other hand,
compare to Ni-Al and Ti-Al series, Fe-Al intermetallic has a much lower cost because
iron and aluminum are both relatively cheap metals, therefore this series of intermetallic
can be widely applied in industrial areas [120].
2.2.1 Material properties
Fe-Al series intermetallics include FeAl and Fe3Al phases in iron-rich scope. The crystal
structures of FeAl and Fe3Al are B2 body centered cubic (bcc) and DO3 long-ranged body
centered cubic respectively. As shown in the Fe-Al binary diagram, when the Al content
is 20 ~ 35at%, the Fe-Al intermetallic in ambient temperature is DO3 structured Fe3Al [5]
and when the Al content is 35 ~ 52at%, the Fe-Al intermetallic in ambient temperature is
B2 structured FeAl [121]. However, although the existence of the equilibrium
intermediate phases appears to be reliably established, refinement of the reaction
temperatures and phase boundaries is needed [122].

Figure 2.6: Fe-Al binary diagram [123].
It is noteworthy that under certain conditions DO3 Fe3Al can transform into B2 FeAl.
Transformation process between DO3 and B2 structures is: Fe3Al is in the DO3 phase
below about 550C. Above this temperature Fe3Al loses its DO3 structure but continuous
to possess B2 structure until about 800C. From about 800C to its melting point at about
1500C, Fe-Al exists as a solid solution of Al in alpha Fe [124]. As the specific atomic
transformation process shown in Fig. 1.7(b), the Al atom occupies X positions, when it
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meets transformation conditions, other Al atom would fill up the cube and occupy Y
positions. Then the DO3 structure transforms into B2 structure [125].

Figure 2.7: (a) B2 structure; (b) DO3 structure.
Both FeAl and Fe3Al have their own advantages. According to binary diagram, B2 FeAl
has a large composition range from about 35at% Al to 52at% Al. It is theoretically
beneficial for promoting the mechanical properties by micro-alloying and heat treatment.
Also the B2 structured FeAl doesn’t have any phase transformation under the melting
point (1250°C ~ 1400°C) while DO3 structured Fe3Al has a phase transformation between
DO3 and B2 at around 570°C. Therefore, FeAl has the high temperature phase stability
compare to Fe3Al. In addition, because of the higher aluminum content, FeAl has even
better oxidation resistance than 304 stainless steel [121], and also lower density
(6.7×103kg/m3 for Fe3Al and 5.6×103kg/m3 for FeAl). DO3 structured Fe3Al also have a
relatively large composition range from about 20at% Al to 35at% Al and suitable for
micro alloying and heat treatment to improve mechanical properties. And results have
shown that the optimal aluminum content is 28at% considering both yield strength and
elongation [5]. Based on the optimal aluminum content, a series of Fe3Al alloys have been
developed.
During the solidification process of Fe3Al based iron aluminides (26at% Al), the orderingdisordering tendency has been investigated. It has been reported that at temperatures well
below the critical temperatures for ordering, the relative rates of B2 and DO3 ordering in
initially disordered Fe3Al are temperature dependent for kinetic, rather than
thermodynamic, reasons [124]. The initially disordered Fe3Al passes along different
kinetic paths at different temperatures, even though the equilibrium end states at these
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temperatures are essentially the same. It has been calculated that the activation energy for
DO3 ordering is greater than that for B2 ordering by about 11.2kJ/mol. This means at
certain thermal condition the Fe3Al based iron aluminides (26at% Al) would more
inclined to generate imperfectly ordered DO3 structure rather than perfectly ordered DO3
structure at room temperature. Therefore, in order to obtain fully ordered DO3 structure
with acceptable grain size, post fabrication heat treatment is significantly necessary.

2.2.1.1 DO3 structured Fe3Al intermetallic
As mentioned above, the composition range of DO3 structured Fe3Al intermetallic is from
20at% to 35at% Al while this composition range is divided into three sections as shown
in the binary diagram. It is caused by the segregation of iron in 20at% to 25at% range and
aluminum in about 28at% to 35at% range. For the 25at% to 28at% Al range Fe-Al binary
alloy, it contains disordered alpha Fe phase and Al over 950°C, and it would transform
into ordered B2 phase at about 750°C to 950°C. Then at about 550°C the existing B2
phase would further transform into DO3 structured Fe3Al [120, 126]. The recovery and
recrystallization processes in Fe3Al based alloys have been investigated at 600C using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The mechanisms of recovery and
recrystallization processes could be inferred as: the glide and climb of single dislocations
towards each other was followed by either annihilation or the formation of linear arrays.
Neighboring dislocations in such arrays could interact to form either square or hexagonal
dislocation networks. Subgrains were created by these dislocation networks acting as low
angle boundaries. The migration of these subgrains can take place for example by the
migration of appropriate Y-Junction nodes frequently observed in these specimens [127].
Fe3Al based iron aluminide has been continuously being attractive for the excellent
oxidation [128, 129], corrosion resistance [130, 131], low density and low material cost.
However, the room temperature brittleness and inadequate yield strength at elevated
temperatures are the major disadvantages hindering its industrial applications [132].
Numerous efforts have been put in improving the room temperature ductility and elevated
temperature yield strength by the additions of different alloying elements and heat
treatments. The tensile elongation of Fe3Al at room temperature can be increased to about
10% by suitable selection of alloying elements and heat treatment methods [133].
Generally, the introduction of alloying elements aims at inducing precipitate phase on the
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grain boundaries to strengthen the material and heat treatment aims at fining the grain and
then improve the toughness. The addition of carbon can provide improved machinability,
strength and creep resistance by inducing perovskite-based Fe3AlC0.5 precipitates in the
carbon-containing alloys [134]. And at 600C significant increase in yield strength are
produced by additions of Si, Ta, Mo, Nb, or Cr [135]. In specific, levels of 0.03at% to
0.05at% C are acceptable for both creep resistance and weldability; B may promote creep
resistance, but should be kept at 0.05at% or less for the appropriate weldability; Zr level
should be kept below 0.05at%; Mo level needs to be at least 0.4at% for creep resistance,
but not more than 1at% for good room temperature ductility; Nb levels of near 0.5at% are
desirable for strength. And the addition of 0.0005wt% to 0.0011wt% Mg can generate
precipitates and segregate on the grain boundaries, strengthen them and turn the fracture
mode from intergranular to transgranular [136]. The addition of chromium can also result
in the change in fracture mode from transgranular cleavage to a mixed intergranulartransgranular cleavage structure [137] while it is not beneficial to yield strength at room
and high temperatures [138]. The addition of cerium can change the fracture mode of
Fe3Al based alloys from transgranular or mixed transgranular cleavage and intergranular
fracture to one of transgranular cleavage with portions of dimple fracture [139]. It will
also affect morphology and size of carbides inside Fe3Al alloy if there is any [140]. In
addition, the influences of Li, Ni, Ti, Mo, Si, Ha, Y, Zr, and Ta to the lattice parameters
of DO3 structured Fe3Al have been also investigated [141-144]. Besides alloying elements,
the addition of carbon nanotubes also has the capability of improving the strength of
Fe3Al [145]. For the explicit overview of the influences of alloying elements on the
mechanical properties of Fe3Al based iron aluminide, relative information is summarized
in Tab. 2.1 [146].
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Table 2.1: Influences of alloying elements on the mechanical properties of Fe3Al based iron aluminide (: increase; : decrease; : no
influence; double arrow means from multiple references) [146].
Element

Precipitate
phase
Nb
Cu
Ta
Zr
B
C
Solid
solution
Cr
Ti
Mn
Si
Mo
V
Ni

Machinability Room temperature
strength
Ductility Yield
strength

Elevated
Creep
Oxidation
DO3B2
temperature resistance transformation resistance
strength
temperature
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2.2.1.2 B2 structured FeAl intermetallic
Similar with Fe3Al intermetallic, B2 structured FeAl intermetallic also has promising
oxidation and creep resistance [147], low density and low material cost. Due to high Al
content (35at% ~ 52at%), FeAl performs even better oxidation resistance than 304
stainless steel [148, 149]. Therefore, B2 FeAl has good potential for industrial
applications as replacement for high temperature oxidation resisting or corrosion resisting
stainless steel [150, 151]. According to Fe-Al binary diagram, there is no phase
transformation under the melting point of FeAl, therefore FeAl phase has the phase
stability when applied in high temperature environment. Same as other intermetallics,
room temperature brittleness is the main obstruction hindering its industrial application
[152]. Three major topics on mechanical properties of B2 FeAl are: excess vacancy
strengthening, positive temperature dependence of yield strength and environmental
embrittlement [153-155]. Compare to Fe3Al based alloys, although there is no phase
transformation with increased temperature, at approximately 0.4 Tm (melting point) there
is a change in slip system from <111> to <100> and at this temperature FeAl exhibit a
ductile to brittle transition. It is theoretically assumed that the critical resolved shear stress
in the <100> direction decreases more rapidly than in the <111> direction, though <111>
superdislocations are still the main orientation that deformation begins [156, 157]. It is
observed that with addition of boron the material separate out second phase on grain
boundaries which substantially increases the room temperature ductility of FeAl, in
addition to slightly decreasing the ductile to brittle transition temperature [158]. It is
because the enhanced grain boundaries remain stronger than the matrix, resulting in a
transgranular fracture mode [159]. While the addition of boron would in the other way
decrease the yield strength of FeAl alloy [160]. And the addition of molybdenum can
improve strength and creep resistance of FeAl alloys. Besides the addition of single
alloying elements, the addition of zirconium boride can improve both strength and
ductility by refining grain size and retaining fibrous grain structure inside grains [161].
Furthermore, the effect of ternary alloying elements addition on FeAl alloys has also been
investigated and it turns out that the ductile to brittle transition temperature would either
increase or remain unchanged by the addition of ternary substantial alloying elements in
binary FeAl alloys depending on the absolute values of partial ordering energies of the
different atomic pairs [162]. Heat treatment can also influence the mechanical properties
of FeAl alloys by changing the vacancy concentration. Higher temperature will result in
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higher vacancy concentrations. A relatively low temperature (400C) anneal will greatly
reduce the vacancy concentration which will increase the ductility but decrease the yield
strength [163].
2.2.2 Current research status
Researches on Fe-Al intermetallics started from 1930s when their excellent oxidation
resistance is noted [164]. Basic research has been focused on understanding the
deformation mechanisms and brittleness, applied research has concentrated on improving
the mechanical and metallurgical properties of these alloys through the control of
materials processing optimization and the specific applications of certain material for
industries [144].

2.2.2.1 Manufacturing process
Besides the room temperature ductility, the extreme difficulty of either hot processing or
machining for Fe3Al and FeAl alloys has become another major obstacle to the
commercial use of these two materials [165]. Therefore, innovative processing and
reduction of manufacturing cost is one of the main future research areas [161]. The
fabrication of Fe-Al intermetallics has been mainly achieved by powder based melting
and casting [160, 166]. Specifically, it includes mechanical alloying followed by hot
extrusion [167, 168] and tape casting [169, 170], ball milling (for intermetallic coatings)
[171, 172], hydrogen arc plasma [173], vacuum arc remelting (VAR) [174], vacuum hot
pressing (VHP) [172], spark plasma sintering (SPS) [175], and selective laser melting
(SLM) [176]. While these fabrication methods require enclosed or even vacuum space in
order to precisely control impurities and material ratio. Also the cost for high purity
metallic powder is a pain for industrial applications. Therefore, the WAAM process
powered using tungsten arc applied for the fabrication of Fe3Al based alloy in the present
research has attractive application prospects of much lower cost and competitive material
quality as compared to the conventional manufacturing processes mentioned above, since
in the development of any commercial alloy, the ease with which it may be joined or
welded is an important area [177].
Although iron aluminide possesses good weldability up to 10wt% Al, while at this stage
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the material is still the solid solution of α-Fe and Al without intermetallics [178]. The
weldability of Fe3Al is very sensitive to the welding conditions and alloy content
conditions since there would be three phases in welded iron aluminide: disordered solid
solution, imperfect B2 FeAl structure and DO3 Fe3Al structure [179]. It has been
investigated that the welding in the presence of water vapor severely decreases the
fracture strength of iron aluminide fusion zone which contains coarse microstructure and
is susceptible to hydrogen cracking [180, 181]. Therefore, care must be taken to protect
Fe3Al alloys from moisture or other sources of hydrogen, or the ductility can approach to
zero when atomic hydrogen from the environment or within the alloy is mobile [182].

2.2.2.2 Functionally graded material
Functionally graded material (FGM) belongs to a class of advanced materials with
properties that progressively vary over one or more dimensions as shown in Fig. 2.8.
Since it was first invented in mid-1980 as the thermal barrier coating for hypersonic space
plane projects [183-185]. FGM has increasingly attracted both research and commercial
interest due to its unique gradient and locally optimized material properties, which
permits application in harsh environments with high temperature gradient, wear and
corrosion. Therefore, since Fe-Al intermetallic has been limited due to its room
temperature brittleness, it is proposed that a FGM combining Fe-Al intermetallics with
Fe based alloys such as steel would achieve high corrosion resistance on the intermetallic
side and high ductility on the opposite side, with a smooth transition of properties through
the intermediate material.
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Figure 2.8: Basic concept of functionally gradient material [185].

2.3 Neutron diffraction technology
Neutron diffraction (ND), also referred to as elastic neutron scattering, is the application
of neutron scattering to the measurement and investigation of the structures of certain
materials. Compare to X-ray diffraction (XRD) which has been widely utilized for the
determination of lattice information of materials, ND has a greater capability of
recognizing the position of light elements in the certain crystal lattice since the scattering
of neutron on light elements such as carbon, hydrogen and oxygen is much stronger than
X-ray. Also, rather than the 1~2mm penetration depth of XRD, the penetration depth of
ND can reach several centimeters (depends on the wavelength) and this ability makes ND
an especially useful method in industrial material analysis. In addition, ND is uniquely
powerful in the atomic scale study of magnetism because of the magnetic moments in
neutrons.
Because of the wave-particle duality of neutrons, the ND procedure is also in accordance
with Bragg’s law like XRD. As shown in Fig. 2.9, suppose that the incidence angle of the
original neutron beam is , the separation between two adjacent crystal planes is d, then
the path difference between the two reflected neutron beams from the two adjacent crystal
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planes is
( AB  BC )  ( AC ' ) .

Since the condition for generating diffraction is that the path difference should be equal
to integer multiples of the neutron beam wavelength, then
( AB  BC )  ( AC ' )  n ,

where n is integer and  is the wavelength.
As calculated from the schematic,

AB  BC 

2d
d
; AC 
,
tan 
sin 

from which it follows that

AC '  AC  cos 

2d
2d
2d
cos  (
cos ) cos 
cos2  .
tan 
sin 
sin 

Putting all equations together,

n 

2d
2d
(1  cos2  ) 
sin 2  ,
sin 
sin 

which simplifies to

n  2d sin  ,
which is Bragg’s law.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of Bragg’s law.
Currently the neutrons utilized in ND are produced in a nuclear reactor or spallation
source. In a nuclear reactor, 235U or 239Pu is utilized as the nuclear fuel for fission reaction
and generate neutrons. The neutrons are afterwards guided to the scattering or diffraction
instruments for specific experiments. However, strength of the neutrons generated by
nuclear reactor is relatively low therefore in the specific operations, a relatively long time
is needed for generating a ND peak. In the spallation source, neutrons are generated from
the spallation reaction achieved by bombarding high energy proton beam on the heavy
metal target. Compare to the neutrons generated using nuclear reactor, the neutrons from
spallation source have much higher intensity and take relatively short time to generate the
diffraction peak. Therefore, more detailed in-situ investigations with smaller time slices
can be achieved by using the spallation source.
In the present research subject, both neutron sources are utilized to in-situ investigate the
high temperature phase transformation (by the simulation of multi-layer deposition
process), and the micro Young’s modulus and Poison ratio of iron aluminides under
different temperatures. The investigation on phase transformation is completed on
WOMBAT of Australian nuclear science and technology organization (ANSTO) and the
micro Young’s modulus and Poison ratio are measured on TAKUMI of Japan proton
accelerator research complex (J-PARC).
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2.3.1 WOMBAT (ANSTO)
WOMBAT (Fig. 2.10a) neutron diffraction instrument is a high intensity neutron
diffractometer located in the Open Pool Australian Lightwater (OPAL) reactor. It is
named after an Australian marsupial, metaphorically referring to broader, “fatter”
diffraction peaks. The key component in the design of WOMBAT instrument is the
monolithic 120 position-sensitive detector as shown in Fig. 2.10b. The detector is filled
with 7atm 3He and 2.5atm propane, with a detection efficiency of 50% at 1A, rising to
90% at 4A, essentially limited by the transmission of the aluminum entrance window.
WOMBAT is targeted at experiments that requires high intensity since it has reduced
acquisition time from about 15min to less than a second. Therefore, it is capable of
mapping real-time phase diagrams over a broad temperature range. The time resolution
of WOMBAT is 100ms [186].
In recent years, WOMBAT has been widely used for in-situ investigations of structural
phase transitions in a variety of materials [187] such as room temperature ferrous material
phase transitions [188], titanium aluminide during heating up over the disorder
temperature [189, 190] and sintering processes of metallic powders [191]. And in the
present research, WOMBAT instrument is utilized for the in-situ characterization of Fe3Al
based iron aluminide fabricated using the WAAM system in a heating up process.
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Figure 2.10: (a) WOMBAT instrument design; (b) monolithic 120
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detector [192].
2.4 Summary and scope of the work
In this chapter, a comprehensive introduction to the development of GTAW, AM
processes and current research status of iron aluminides are stated. In addition, a general
review of neutron diffraction technology and the corresponding instruments used in the
present subject are referred.
AM has continuously been attractive ever since the concept of layer by layer fabrication
was proposed. This technique is very effective in building up complicated geometries that
cannot be approached by conventional machining processes. As categorized by the type
of filler materials, metal AM processes can be divided as powder-bed and wire-feed
processes. Rather than powder-bed AM process, wire-feed AM process is relatively
appealing since it has the capability of directly producing functional parts with high
structural integrity for applications in operation systems. Also, there is no size limitations
in wire-feed AM process, therefore medium or even large sized functional parts can be
obtained. And compare to powder-bed AM process for which high purified metallic
powder and laser or electron beam are required for deposition, the cost of filler material
and equipment in wire-feed AM process is much lower. While wire-feed AM process also
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has some defects when compare to powder-bed AM process, such as weld induced
residual stress and distortion in the substrate; relatively lower manufacturing accuracy in
the buildup structures; and the oxidation inside fabricated materials. In the WAAM system
presented in this subject, the defects have been solved in a certain extent according to the
testing results provided in the coming chapters.
The material selected to be fabricated using the current WAAM process is Fe3Al based
iron aluminide which is appealing for the excellent oxidation, corrosion resistance, low
density and low material cost. However, the room temperature brittleness and inadequate
yield strength at elevated temperatures are the major disadvantages hindering its
industrial applications. Up to date, the manufacturing processes for Fe3Al are powder
based processes such as hot extrusion, tape casting, ball milling and vacuum arc remelting.
Since it has been stated from previous research that innovative processing and reduction
of manufacturing cost is a main research focus of this material, in the present subject
Fe3Al based iron aluminide is fabricated using WAAM process. And afterwards, the
mechanical and material properties of the buildup structures have been investigated using
comprehensive material tests.
After this review chapter, in Chapter 3 the feasibility and corresponding parameter
selection of using WAAM process to in-situ fabricate Fe3Al structures are investigated.
The as fabricated structures have been characterized using optical microscope (OM),
scanning electron microscope (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy dispersive
spectrometer (EDS). In addition, tensile and hardness tests are applied to investigate the
mechanical properties.
In Chapter 4, the influence of the orientation on the material and mechanical properties
of the Fe3Al fabricated using WAAM is investigated. Also, the details on the grain growth
mechanism has been discussed in this chapter.
In Chapter 5, the thermal induced phase transition inside the buildup structure during the
layer by layer deposition process is simulated and in-situ characterized using WOMBAT
neutron diffraction instrument of Australian nuclear science and technology organization
(ANSTO). And according to the results, the statement of Fe3Al structure during high
temperature application is indicated.
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In Chapter 6, in order to further expand the application of WAAM process, a Fe-FeAl
composition gradient material is built up. Then the control of phase and chemical
composition gradient in the buildup structure is discussed using XRD and EDS. The
tensile property of the buildup structure is also investigated. Additionally, electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is applied to investigate the corrosion resistance of the FeFeAl composition gradient material from Fe side to FeAl intermetallic side.
In summary, the aim of this research subject is to apply WAAM process to in-situ fabricate
Fe3Al based iron aluminide and further develop the process. At the same time, a FGM
with chemical composition gradient has been fabricated using the WAAM process in
order to characterize the corrosion resistance of this material. In addition, the thermal
phase transition and basic material parameters are in-situ characterized using neutron
diffraction instruments.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Instruments and Methodology
This chapter provides a general description of the experimental instruments and
methodology used in the present research. The buildup method of iron aluminide sample
and setup of the wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process is stated in the first
section, followed by the methodology of material characterization and mechanical
property measurement in the second section. The specific experimental setup of each
single experiment chapter will be thoroughly described in each corresponding chapter.

3.1 Sample preparation using the WAAM process
The setup of the WAAM process is shown in Fig. 3.1. The deposition was performed
using a commercial inverter power source and a matching tungsten welding torch with a
2.4mm diameter non-consumable electrode. Two standard welding wires, 0.9mm
diameter 99.5%-purity annealed iron wire and 0.9mm diameter 1080 grade aluminum
wire, were fed into a single molten pool using two wire feeders under independent speed
control. The angle between two wire feeding nozzles was approximately 60 and the angle
between each nozzle and substrate surface was 30 to ensure the stability of melting pool
during double wire feeding, as shown in the figure. In order to obtain a stable molten pool
with adequate size for the double wire feeding, arc current and arc length were set at 140A
and 3.5mm respectively. The substrate used for the multilayer deposition was 5mm DH36
steel, which possesses good weldability to ensure stability of the deposition process
during the first few layers. The interpass temperature was chosen to be 400C to improve
the room temperature ductility of Fe3Al based iron aluminide [126] and prevent the as
fabricated wall from cold cracking. The interpass temperature was maintained by
clamping the substrate over a heating blanket placed in a thermal insulated box. The travel
speed of the welding torch was set at 95mm/min. In addition to the gas shielding provided
by the torch, a trailing gas shield was used to maintain gas coverage of the deposited
material during the cooling period. Also, the additional shielding gas continues to flow
during the manufacturing process and after the arc is extinguished for approximately 1
minute to avoid oxidation as the recently-deposited layer is cooling. The inert gas chosen
for the WAAM process was pure argon.
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Figure 3.1: Specific setup of the WAAM process.
The setups shown above are only the general setups for the iron aluminide fabrications in
the following experiments. The parameter setups for the parameter studies and other
experiments with special aims are stated in the corresponding experiment chapters.

3.2 Characterization methodology
Generally, the morphology of the iron aluminide produced by WAAM process was
basically characterized using optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The chemical composition of the material was identified by energy dispersive
spectrometer (EDS) attached on the SEM instrument. And the phase identification was
revealed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and neutron diffraction (ND). In order to further
investigate the mechanical properties of the iron aluminide, hardness and tensile testing
were performed. In addition, the corrosion resistance of the material was displayed using
the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method.
Regarding of the room temperature brittleness of iron aluminide, all the specimens were
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extracted from the buildup deposit using wire electro-discharge machining (EDM).
3.2.1 Microscopy
3.2.1.1 Optical microscopy
The specimens for optical microscopy was first finely cut using Struers® Accutom-50
(Fig. 3.2a) cutting machine equipped with standard Struers® 50A13 aluminum oxide
cutting wheel in order to make the sample fit for the mounting process afterwards. The
blade rotation speed was set at 5000rpm. In order to protect the cutting wheel, the feeding
force limit was set as “medium” with a feeding speed at 0.03mm/s.
The sample was hot mounted using Struers® CitoPress-20 (Fig. 3.2b) hot mounting
machine with standard Struers® PolyFast powder which is a conductive resin suitable for
SEM examination.
Sample grinding and polishing were performed using a Struers® TegraPol-21 (Fig. 3.2c)
automatic polishing machine. The polishing procedure after grinding the sample surfaces
to P1200 is: 9m Largo, 3m Dac and finally 50% active oxide polishing suspensions
(OP-S). The lubricant applied for the grinding and polishing was waster based lubricant.
For grinding process, the single sample pressure force was set at 30N, the disc rotation
speed was set at 300rpm and the sample holder rotation speed was set at 150rpm. For the
subsequent polishing process, the disc rotation speed was reduced to 150rpm in order to
protect the sample surface from being scratched by the sample polishing cloth.
After the polishing process, the iron aluminide samples were etched for microstructure
observation. The etchant used for microstructure inspection was 50% aqua regia and the
etching time was approximately 3s. The etchant was made by diluting 37.5ml
hydrochloric (HCl) into 50ml distilled water, then add 12.5ml nitrate (HNO3) slowly.
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Figure 3.2: Metallographic sample preparation machines: (a) sample cutting machine;
(b) sample mounting machine; (c) sample grinding & polishing machine.
The microstructure of the iron aluminide samples was observed and photographed using
a Leica® DMRM optical microscope under regular grayscale mode. Because most of the
iron-rich iron aluminide grains were large columnar grains with precipitate inside and
along the grain boundaries. By using grayscale mode, the precipitates and grain
boundaries can be clearly observed. The grain size was measured according to ASTM
E112-10 standard.
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Figure 3.3: The optical microscope used for the microstructure observation and grain
size measurement.
3.2.1.2 Scanning electron microscopy
The metallographic and fractographic observation of the polished sample and fractured
tensile specimens were carried out using a JEOL® JSM-6490LA scanning electron
microscope (SEM) under second electron inspection (SEI) mode, operated at 20kV. Also,
the chemical composition of the finely polished sample was measured using the
OXFORD® X-MaxN energy disperse spectrometer (EDS) detector on the SEM. The
composition testing points were located approximately 50m laterally from the hardness
testing points. The accuracy of chemical composition measurement is ±0.5at%.
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Figure 3.4: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with energy disperse
spectrometer (EDS) detector used in the present research.
3.2.2 X-ray and neutron diffraction
Phase characterization was performed using a GBC® MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD)
using monochromatic Cu Kα radiation (=1.5418Å ); scanning angle (2) was set from
20 to 100 with 4/min scanning speed and 0.02 step size. In the XRD measurements
of the present research, the X-ray tube voltage and loading current was set at 35kV and
28.6mA, respectively.

Figure 3.5: X-ray diffractometer for general phase characterization.
The method of XRD phase characterization is based on Bragg’s law:
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n  2d hkl sin  hkl
Where  is the wave length of the diffraction beam; hkl are the Miller indices of
crystallographic planes of a crystalline phase; d is the interplanar spacing of specific hkl
lattice planes;  is the incident angle of the diffraction beam; and n is the order of
reflection. When a monochromatic X-ray beam is incident upon a polycrystalline sample,
the reflection takes places in all crystallites that are in the reflection orientation satisfying
Bragg’s law.
The real-time heating up neutron diffraction experiment on phase characterization of the
iron aluminide sample produced by WAAM process was conducted using the high
intensity powder diffractometer named Wombat, which is located on the TG1 thermal
guide at the Open Pool Australian Lightwater (OPAL) reactor in Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organization (ANSTO). It is equipped with a 120 position
sensitive detector, for which the major functioning area is high-speed diffraction and
capable of measuring real-time phase transformations in the sub-second time range [186,
192]. Before the neutron diffraction experiment, the Wombat instrument was calibrated
by a LaB6 standard to a wavelength of =2.419Å. The 30at% Al iron aluminide specimen
was wrapped at the center of the vacuum furnace (5×10-4Pa) using molybdenum wire.
The specific heating up method will be stated in details in the corresponding experimental
chapter.
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Figure 3.6: Wombat high-flux neutron diffractometer at OPAL reactor in ANSTO.
In order to calculate quantitive phase fractions of the in-situ neutron diffraction
experiment held in Wombat, Rietveld analysis was applied for the diffraction pattern
fitting [193]. The obtained diffraction patterns were sliced into several featured sections
according to the existence of certain peaks which would appear/disappear due to the phase
transformation. Subsequently 1-D diffraction patterns from each featured section were
imported to the Rietveld analysis software Bruker® Topas to determine the phase
fractions, by setting up the analysis software with an appropriate set of fitting parameters.
The substantial batch fittings were run for each section using the fitting parameters
obtained by the Rietveld analysis software. Eventually, the quantitive phase fractions
throughout the whole diffraction experiment was obtained by putting the batch fitting
results from all featured sections together.

3.3 Mechanical property tests
Generally, the experiments conducted in order to investigate mechanical properties of the
iron aluminide in the present research subject were Vickers hardness testing, tensile
testing and corrosion resistance testing by electrochemical impedance spectrometer (EIS).
The basic parameter setups of the testing devices are shown in this section.
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3.3.1 Vickers hardness test
The Vickers hardness test was conducted using Struers® DuraScan-70 automatic
hardness indenter with 1kg loading. The indentation time was set at 7s on the polished
sample surface. The aim of hardness testing is twofold: one is for the general
understanding of the mechanical property in the tested material; the other is to making
marks for test locations of EDS chemical composition measurement under SEM.

Figure 3.7: The automatic hardness indenter used in the present research subject.
3.3.2 Tensile test
The gauge volume designed for the tensile specimens is 10mm×2mm×1.5mm. The
specimens were tested at room temperature with a MTS370 load unit at 5×10-2s-1 strain
rate. Subsequently, SEM images of the fracture surfaces were acquired for the fracture
analysis. The extraction location and direction of the tensile specimens inside the buildup
walls will be specified in the corresponding experimental chapters.
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Figure 3.8: The tensile testing unit used in the present research subject.
3.3.3 Corrosion property test
The electrochemical impedance spectrometer (EIS) tests were performed on a
PARSTAT®2273 electrochemical system with 3.5% sodium chloride aqueous solution at
room temperature. The dimension of the tested specimens was 1cm2×0.64cm. All
specimen surfaces other than the top surface were insulated with a chemically resistant
epoxy resin. Prior to each experiment, the transverse surface was finely polished and
cleaned with acetone. The counter electrode was set as a platinum electrode, while a
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) served as the reference electrode. To obtain a stable
electric potential, the open circuit potential was measured before each test. The frequency
range used for the impedance measurements was 10mHz-100kHz and the amplitude of
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the sinusoidal signal was 10mV. The measurements were performed when the specimens
have been exposed in the solution after 10min, 60min, 6h, and 24h respectively.
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Chapter 4 Feasibility and Basic Experimental Studies of Fe3Al Based
Iron Aluminide Fabricated Using the WAAM Process
A wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) system is used to fabricate iron rich Fe-Al
intermetallics. The alloy is produced in-situ through controlled addition of the elemental
iron and aluminum components into the welding process. The properties of the fabricated
material are assessed using optical microstructure analysis, hardness testing, tensile
testing, X-ray diffraction phase characterization and electron dispersive spectrometry.
In order to describe the development of fabricating iron aluminide using WAAM process
in details, this chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section, the feasibility
study of the current research subject is presented, followed by the parameter study in the
second section, which aims to further optimize the process. The in-depth study of the
mechanical properties of the iron aluminide produced by WAAM process is presented in
the third section, which further reveals the influence of orientation on the mechanical
properties of the as-fabricated material.

4.1 Fabrication of iron-rich Fe-Al intermetallics using the WAAM process: a
feasibility study
4.1.1 Introduction
Iron rich Fe-Al intermetallic is of interest for its excellent oxidation [128, 129] and
corrosion resistance [130], low density and low material cost. Systematic research on this
material has been conducted since the 1980’s when Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) produced iron rich Fe-Al compounds by melting and drop casting, and also used
micro alloying and heat treatment methods to assess the effects on the mechanical
properties of the material [137, 194]. According to the Fe-Al binary diagram, iron rich
Fe-Al intermetallics mainly contain Fe3Al phase with DO3 structure [195] and FeAl phase
with B2 structure [152]. To date, research has mainly focused on improving the
mechanical properties, especially ambient temperature ductility and yield strength above
600ºC, by adding alloying elements to Fe3Al or FeAl based iron aluminides [135, 141,
159]. Improvements in conventional casting of iron aluminides have stalled. Instead,
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powder based melting [174] and mechanical hot pressing [196] have become the preferred
methods of producing these alloys. However, the manufacturing cost of these methods is
relatively high therefore the innovative method of fabricating iron aluminides with lower
manufacturing cost has been announced to be one of the main future research areas [161].
Considering the low ductility and machinability of Fe-Al intermetallics at room
temperature, and also the current manufacturing trend of free-forming processes, the
additive manufacturing (AM) processes may offer an effective alternative for fabricating
full density structural iron aluminides. AM processes have been increasingly successful
since their first introduction into the manufacturing industry in 1986 [197]. While initially
applied to non-metallic materials, AM has subsequently been adapted to fabricate
complex, net-shaped metal components in successive layers [198]. As a rapid prototyping
technique, short lead-times are obtained and design changes can easily be incorporated
[199]. It has proven to be very effective in accelerating product development by omitting
extensive machining and thus reducing time-to-market with respect to traditional
machining approaches [200]. Currently deposition methods for metal AM processes can
be divided into two categories: powder-based (laid down as a bead or continuously blown
into the melt area by a gas stream) and wire-fed [201]. The present research has chosen
the wire-fed approach as the preferred deposition method. Although powder-based AM
process has more shaping accuracy and higher resolution, for certain materials it does not
have the capability to directly produce functional parts of high structural integrity that
can be used in operational systems [202]. Powder-based AM processes produce parts that
are close to full density [203], but often require expensive processing such as hot isostatic
pressing (HIP) to achieve the full-density that is essential for highly-loaded structural
materials. Also, the wire-fed deposition method has significantly lower material supply
cost and there is less potential for oxide contamination when compared to powder-based
methods [204]. The power source chosen for the present AM process is gas tungsten arc
welding (GTAW) arc rather than laser or electron beam, due to a combination of
advantages including low cost, no need for a vacuum chamber (when compare to electron
beam), the ability to economically apply the process to a very large operating volume,
and a much higher deposition rate [205]. Furthermore, compared to GMAW process, the
GTAW arc is more stable and less inclined to generate spatter when applied to a wide
range of ferrous, non-ferrous alloys and their combinations [206], which is more desirable
to achieve consistent chemical composition of the deposition. The GTAW process can be
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combined with industrial welding robots and multi-sensor control systems to achieve high
arc placement accuracy in industrial applications where distortion or other small-butunpredictable component placement errors are likely [207].
The purpose of this feasibility study is twofold. The first objective is to explore a costeffective method for fabricating fully dense iron-rich Fe-Al intermetallics; the second is
to prove that AM processes can be applied to directly fabricate iron rich Fe-Al
intermetallics with acceptable material properties if components made by the AM process
had acceptable mechanical properties for aerospace structural components [208, 209], the
method demonstrated in this study should have the potential to replace conventional
powder-based casting or melting manufacturing methods.
4.1.2 Experimental setup

4.1.2.1 WAAM system
The WAAM system consists of a GTAW system, an auxiliary shielding gas system and a
preheating system and two wire feeders. These elements are coordinated through a
program console. The setup of the two wire feeding nozzles and gas shielding is shown
in Fig. 4.1. The basic setup has been illustrated clearly in Chapter 3. Here in this study,
all layers were deposited with an interpass temperature of 400C to avoid cracking defects
that would otherwise result from the low-temperature brittleness of iron aluminum
intermetallics [126].

Figure 4.1: Photograph of the wire-arc AM process.
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4.1.2.2 Sample manufacturing
The feed wires used in the experiment were 0.9mm 1080 aluminum wire and 0.9mm
LS422750/4 99.5% black annealed iron wire. The feeding speeds were set so that the
resulting aluminum content was controlled at 25at% to produce a Fe3Al based
intermetallic according to the Fe-Al binary phase diagram (Fig. 4.2). A total of 25 layers
were built up in a wall-shaped sample using 140A welding current and the specific
deposition energy was maintained at approximately 20kJ/g in order to provide sufficient
energy to achieve homogeneous alloying, avoid shielding gas entrapment, and therefore
obtain full-density deposited material. The substrate material used in the experiment was
DH36 low carbon steel. Therefore, the dilution influence from the substrate can be
identified and measured by noting the acicular carbon precipitation phase. The interpass
temperature was controlled at 400ºC using 2 pairs of thermal couples, one for the heating
equipment and one for the computer, attached 20mm from the additive manufacturing
position. The process was paused between each layer until the temperature of the previous
layer fall to 400ºC. Specific welding parameters for the produced sample are shown in
Tab. 4.1. The resultant deposition parameters are listed in Tab. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Fe-Al binary diagram [123].
Table 4.1: Details of welding parameters.
Parameter

Unit

Current

A

140

Voltage

V

12.7
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Travel speed

mm/min

100

Aluminum wire feed rate

mm/min

695

Iron wire feed rate

mm/min

1000

Table 4.2: Resultant deposition parameters.
Parameter

Unit

Aluminum content

at%

25

Specific deposition energy

kJ/mm

20.6

Deposition rate

g/min

6

Wall build height

mm

24

Wall width

mm

12

Number of layers

--

25

4.1.2.3 Microscope sample preparation
The sample cross sections are cut from the additively manufactured wall by wire electrical
discharge machining (EDM) since the low temperature brittleness of the Fe-Al
intermetallic precludes cutting by conventional machining processes. Sample polishing
is performed using a Struers® TegraPol-21 automatic polishing machine. The polishing
procedure after grinding the sample surfaces to P1200 is 9µm Largo, 3µm Dac and finally
OPS. The etchant is 50% aqua regia with a 5 seconds etching time. Optical
microstructures are inspected with a Leica® MMRM research microscope.

4.1.2.4 Mechanical property tests (hardness, tensile test)
Vickers microhardness is measured with a Leco® M-400-H1 hardness testing machine
along the vertical centerline of the wall-shaped sample using a 1kg load and 0.5mm step
size, indentation time for each testing point is 7s. Three tensile specimens with a gage
section of 10mm×2mm×1.5mm are cut from the middle section of the deposited wall
along the longitudinal direction using wire EDM. The extract locations and the sequence
for producing the specimens making procedure are shown in Figure 3. The specimens are
tested at room temperature with a MTS370 load unit at constant strain rate of 5×10-2s-1.
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Figure 4.3: Tensile specimen manufacturing procedure.

4.1.2.5 Phase characterization and chemical composition measurement
In order to further investigate the hardness variations, chemical composition
measurement is performed with a JEOL® JSM-6490LA scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) at 20kV. The
composition testing points are located approximately 50µm laterally from the hardness
testing points. The accuracy of chemical composition measurement is ±0.5at%. Phase
characterization is identified using a GBC® MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with
CuKa radiation (λ= 1.5418Å); scanning angle (2) is set from 20 to 100º. XRD sample
is taken from top layers of the sample so the influence from dilution occurring in the nearsubstrate zone can be excluded.
4.1.3 Results and discussion
4.1.3.1 Morphology
An integral cross-section of the built up wall (composed of a collage of smaller detailed
metallographic images) is shown in Fig. 4.4. Large columnar grains exhibit growth in the
vertical build up direction with width from 300µm to 500µm are measured according to
ASTM E112-10 standard. Some comparatively smaller equiaxed grains can be observed
in the upper layers, but also in the near-substrate zone. Generally, the buildup wall shows
a typical macrostructure for welded Fe3Al based intermetallics [210].
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Figure 4.4: Integral cross-section of the additive manufactured wall.
Higher magnification metallographic images (Fig. 4.5) are taken from the top, middle and
bottom regions. In the bottom dilution region, the acicular carbide precipitates (Fig. 4.5a)
induced by carbon from the substrate steel plate, distribute in grains and along grain
boundaries [211]. Also some bainite (Fig. 4.5b) separates out in the columnar grains near
the substrate, since the time length during which the material is molten experienced by
the first few layers is relatively short so that the deposited material and melted base metal
cannot homogeneously fuse with each other.
The middle section of the wall (Fig. 4.5c) contains mainly large columnar Fe3Al grains
with some small grains among them. There are finer white lines with precipitates (Fig.
4.5d) like grain boundaries in the large columnar grains which are not evident in bottom
layers and top region of the wall. These are probably the vestiges of the grain boundaries
left after the grain growth of the large columnar grains. Although the small grains are
engulfed during grain growth, the precipitates in the grain boundaries are left. Therefore,
after the etching the precipitate regions form the lines.
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Grains in top region of the wall are relatively smaller than the columnar grains in middle
region, especially the equiaxed grains near the top surface (Fig. 4.5e) since the last layer
of the wall is deposited without further thermal cycling. Therefore, the columnar grain
growth of the middle region is arrested, leaving the “as-deposited” grain structure intact
in top region, and particularly in the top layer.

Figure 4.5: Microstructures in different regions (small dots are etching pits): (a) acicular
carbide precipitates in bottom region (500×); (b) bainite in bottom region near substrate
(500×); (c) white lines in middle region (500×); (d)precipitates distribution along the
white lines (1000×); (e) small grain in top region (500×).
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4.1.3.2 Phase characterization
The XRD patterns of the deposited material (Fig. 4.6) are uncluttered and all three peaks
are characterized as Fe3Al phase. Therefore, all grains in the built up wall are Fe3Al grains.
The reference code of this Fe3Al phase is 03-065-4419.

Figure 4.6: XRD pattern of the manufactured wall.
4.1.3.3 Hardness and chemical composition measurement
The variation of hardness and aluminum content as a function of the vertical distance
from the top of the deposited wall are shown in Fig. 4.7. The dilution affected height from
the substrate, as determined by the effect on aluminum content, is 7mm. This corresponds
with the presence of acicular carbide precipitates in the microstructure [135], as
exemplified in Fig. 4.5a. The mean hardness of designed composition (25at% Al) layers
is approximately 290Hv. In the dilution affected zone, there is a strengthening (high
hardness) area which is approximately 21mm from top surface of the wall with about
15at% Al content. As observed from the microstructure, the carbide precipitates are
relatively small and short in the upper section of the dilution part while the carbide
precipitates appear to be large and long in the strengthening area. Since the acicular
carbide precipitates are not present in the bottom region that is immediately adjacent to
the substrate material, the sudden hardness increase can be attributed to the precipitation
strengthening of carbide precipitates.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Centerline hardness vs vertical location; (b) Al content vs vertical location
(adjacent to hardness testing points).
The consistent aluminum content measurements in the top and middle regions acquired
by EDS, together with and the clear XRD peaks indicate a single phase Fe3Al deposit
with uniform chemical composition has been fabricated. During the in-situ alloying
WAAM process, alloy that has been produced in previously-deposited layers is remelted
once in the upper section of the buildup wall or twice in the first several layers. Therefore,
the deposited alloy in the built up wall is allowed the opportunity to be thoroughly mixed
(the number of times being dependent on the layer thickness and the weld pool penetration
depth) in order to produce a final deposit with uniform chemical composition and the
expected phase. Although dilution from the substrate does influence the chemical
composition in first few deposited layers (as identified from the measurements in Fig. 4.7
and also the existence of the solid dissolved carbide precipitates), the dilution-affected
height is limited to 7mm when using the parameters listed in Tab. 4.1 and 4.2. The
dilution-affected height can potentially be reduced by adjusting the welding parameters
and preheating temperature to reduce the weld pool depth and/or layer height.
4.1.3.4 Tensile test
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS), 0.2% offset yield strength (0.2% YS) and elongation
results collected at room temperature of the three specimens extracted from the middle
section of the buildup wall are listed in Tab. 4.3. As calculated from the stress-strain
curves of the three specimens (Fig. 4.8), the 0.2% YS of the built up material is
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approximately 847MPa. As expected, the room-temperature ductility of the specimens as
shown in Tab. 4.3 are relatively low. In comparison to tensile testing results in previous
research for material produced by conventional methods, the yield strength of the present
as fabricated Fe3Al wall is approximately 50MPa higher. The room temperature ductility
is comparable but slightly lower than that of conventionally-produced material, which is
reported at 3.7% for annealed Fe3Al at 28at% [212]. The fracture surfaces of all three
specimens (Fig. 4.9) exhibit brittle transgranular cleavage fractures with lamellar streamshaped patterns and no dimples. Such behavior is same as the fracture modes shown in
previous literature for this material [135]. T-shaped cracks appear in all three specimens
and Fig. 4.9a also shows some bifurcated cracks. The existence of secondary cracks
indicates the low ductility of the material.
Table 4.3: Tensile test results at room temperature.
Parameter

Unit

Sample 1 Sample 2

Sample 3

Average

UTS

MPa

935

927

971

944.3±19.2

0.2 YS

MPa

847

845

851

847.7±2.5

Elongation

%

3.2

3.2

3.4

3.27±0.1

Figure 4.8: Stress-strain curves of the three tensile specimens.
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Figure 4.9: SEM micrographs of fracture surfaces (500×) of: (a) Sample 1; (b) Sample
2; (c) Sample 3.
4.1.4 Conclusions
1. It is feasible to produce Fe3Al-based iron aluminide, exhibiting consistent composition
and full density, by using the wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process
incorporating in-situ alloying of the elemental iron and aluminum components.
2. The yield strength at room temperature of the additively manufactured Fe3Al
intermetallic material is 50MPa higher than comparable material fabricated by
conventional methods in previous research, although the room temperature elongation is
approximately 0.5% less.
3. Future researches will focus on manufacturing Fe-Al intermetallics with different
aluminum composition and different fabrication parameters. And more mechanical tests
such as tensile and fatigue tests will be performed in all three directions (longitudinal,
transverse and normal) of the buildup wall since the orientations of the large columnar
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grains may lead to significant metallurgical changes.

4.2 Influences of current and interpass temperature to the Fe3Al based iron
aluminide fabricated using WAAM process: a parameter study
4.2.1 Introduction
The wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process is a wire-fed and electric-arc
powered process which has been utilized for manufacturing additive buildup walls and
parts with various materials [93, 94, 200, 213]. It is considered to be a cost effective
technology for directly fabricating functional full-density metal parts of high structural
integrity that can be used in operational systems, due to the high deposition rate and low
material supply cost compared to powder-bed AM processes [202, 203, 214, 215]. In
recent years, breakthroughs have been achieved in reducing the uneven weld bead
geometry distribution within weld paths for conventional alloys [216] and manufacturing
metal intermetallics with pre-designed compositions [95, 217]. For maximizing chemical
composition stability in the buildup material when fabricating intermetallic compounds,
the gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is the preferred deposition method for a WAAM
system, due to very high arc stability and negligible weld spatter when applied to a wide
range of alloys [205, 206]. However, for the implementation of a practical WAAM system,
more details regarding the influence of deposition parameters on the buildup materials
are necessary.
In previous arc-based additive manufacturing processes, deposition current and interpass
temperature have been shown to significantly influence the quality of deposited materials
[218, 219]. Deposition current mainly influences the dimension of the molten pool during
the GTAW process [32]. Therefore, in a GTAW-based WAAM system, current influences
the width of the buildup structure. Also, the deposition current would influence the
remelting penetration in the previously deposited layers, which furthermore influence the
mechanical properties and fusion integrity of the buildup material [220, 221]. Compared
to deposition current, although interpass temperature has little effect on the dimensions
of the deposited layers [222], it significantly influences the grain size and the cracking
susceptibility of the buildup material, which are decisive for the feasibility of any given
set of parameters [223].
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When considering a material that can be applied by the WAAM process, Fe3Al based iron
aluminide is attractive because of its excellent oxidation resistance [128, 129], corrosion
resistance [130], light weight and low material cost (when supplied as separate Fe and Al
elements). Traditional methods of producing iron aluminide components involve powder
based methods such as powder remelting [224] and mechanical hot pressing [196], which
are a high cost and relatively inflexible production route, particularly for complex
geometries. For instances where iron aluminide components are made predominantly by
machining from solid billet, studies of several intermetallic alloys have shown that the
machinability of certain intermetallic alloys can be improved using physical metallurgy
principles [225-229]. Fabrication of complex components through joining of smaller
sections has been very limited, as Fe3Al based iron aluminide belongs to the class of
difficult-to-weld materials. The low plasticity and high spatial stress values cause
cracking during fusion welding processes, so the poor weldability greatly restricts the use
of this material in structural applications [230]. However, where the application allows
for the necessary precautions to be taken, it is possible to weld iron aluminide. For
example, it has been shown that hot cracking can be eliminated by setting the travel speed
under 4.2mm/s for 28at% Fe3Al based iron aluminide to achieve appropriate thermosmechanical conditions [231]. Hydrogen induced cold cracking can be prevented by using
appropriate pre-weld and post weld heat treatments [232-234] and controlling the water
vapor concentration of the welding environment [223]. Recently, the feasibility of using
the WAAM process combined with in-situ alloying to fabricate iron aluminide shapes has
been demonstrated [217]. This provides impetus for further exploration of how the
process parameters may be chosen to improve the resulting material properties, so they
approach those of iron aluminide by more conventional methods.
The objective of this research is to determine the effects of deposition current and
interpass temperature on the material and mechanical properties of the buildup wall
fabricated using the WAAM process.
4.2.2 Experimental setup
4.2.2.1 WAAM process
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The deposition process in the WAAM system (Fig. 4.10) is performed using a commercial
GTAW inverter power source and a matching tungsten torch. In order to achieve in-situ
alloying, two wire feeders with independent speed controls are used to feed a 0.9mm
diameter 99.5%-purity annealed iron wire and a separate 0.9mm diameter 1080 grade
aluminum wire into a single welding pool. The angle between each nozzle and the
substrate surface is 30 to ensure the stability of molten pool during the double wire
feeding. The arc length is set to approximately 3.5mm to produce a stable and
concentrated arc with sufficient welding voltage and heat input. In addition to the
shielding gas from the tungsten torch, a trailing shielding gas cover is designed for
maintaining gas shielding during the cooling process of the deposited material. The
control of the interpass temperature is achieved by clamping the substrate over a heating
blanket placed in a thermal insulating box. Two thermocouples are attached 20mm from
the additive manufacturing position to measure the temperature; one for the heating
equipment and one for computer monitoring. The substrate is chosen to be 5.5mm DH36
low carbon shipbuilding steel due to its good weldability, ensuring the stability of the
deposition process in the first few layers.

Figure 4.10: Schematic of the WAAM process.
4.2.2.2 Parameter design
The additively manufactured walls are built up with 25 layers for each set of parameters.
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The specific values are listed in Tab. 4.4. Parameter sets S1 to S4 are used to compare the
effect of varying the deposition current. The current is altered from 100A to 160A with a
20A interval and the interpass temperature is fixed at 400C to avoid the generation of
cold cracks. Parameter sets S3, S5, S6 and S7 test the effect of interpass temperature under
400C, 360C, 320C, and 280C, respectively, while the deposition current is fixed at
140A. Also, in order to ensure full melting of the feed wires, the deposition energy of the
molten pool is kept at 20±1kJ/g by adjusting the wire feed speeds of the wire feeders
while maintaining a constant Al:Fe ratio to achieve a consistent material composition.
The travel speed of the welding torch is maintained at 95mm/min for all parameter sets.
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Table 4.4: Parameter sets used for the wire-arc additive manufacturing process.
Parameter Deposition Interpass
set No.

Deposition

Al

wire Fe

wire Travel

Quantity

feed speed feed speed speed

of layers

current

temperature energy

(A)

(C)

(kJ/g)

(mm/min)

(mm/min)

(mm/min)

S1

100

400

19.84

482

700

95

25

S2

120

400

19.60

585

850

95

25

S3

140

400

19.44

689

1000

95

25

S4

160

400

20.20

758

1100

95

25

S5

140

360

19.44

689

1000

95

25

S6

140

320

19.44

689

1000

95

25

S7

140

280

19.44

689

1000

95

25
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4.2.2.3 Material tests
The cross sectional samples for microstructure analysis are finely polished and then
etched using 50% aqua regia with approximately 3s etching time. The grain size in the
buildup wall is measured according to ASTM E112-10. Vickers microhardness
measurements are performed using a Struers® DuraScan automatic hardness testing
machine in both the normal and transverse directions through the cross section using a
1kg load and 1mm step size with 7s indentation time for each testing point. The purpose
of the hardness measurement is twofold: firstly, to measure the general mechanical
property of the material; secondly, to define the location of the testing points for the
chemical composition measurements. The normal testing line is set along the centerline
of the cross section sample and the transverse line is set 5mm from top of the cross section
sample to ensure the test is performed in a compositionally stable section of the buildup
wall.
The chemical composition throughout the buildup wall is determined by setting the
testing points approximately 50µm laterally from the hardness testing points, using a
JEOL® JSM-6490LA scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy
dispersive spectrometer (EDS) operating at 20kV. For further detail on the composition,
the phase characterizations on the upper part of the cross sectional samples, where the
composition is not influenced by the dilution from substrate, are performed using a
GBC® MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with CuKα radiation (λ= 1.5418Å); scanning
angle (2) is set from 20 to 100º with a 4/min scanning speed and 0.02 step size.
In order to investigate the influence of interpass temperature on the crack susceptibility
of the buildup material, tensile tests are performed on samples from the walls deposited
using parameter sets S3, S5, S6 and S7. As indicated in Fig. 4.11, seven longitudinal
tensile specimens are extracted from the middle section of each buildup wall using wire
electrical discharge machining (EDM) with a 14mm×2mm×1.5mm gauge volume. These
samples are destructively tested in tension using a MTS370 load unit at a strain rate of
5×10-2s-1. SEM photos of the fracture surfaces are then acquired for fracture analysis.
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Figure 4.11: Geometry and dimensions of tensile test specimens.
4.2.3 Results
4.2.3.1 Morphology
Macrographs of the complete cross sections of samples S1 to S7 are shown in Fig. 4.12.
Generally, all samples exhibit a typical macrostructure for welded Fe3Al based
intermetallics, containing large columnar grains grown in the normal direction. The
epitaxial growth of columnar grains is caused by the multi-layer deposition process. Since
the activation energy for DO3 ordering is greater than that for B2 ordering, and Fe3Al
based iron aluminides would more inclined to generate imperfectly ordered DO3 structure
rather than perfectly ordered DO3 structure at room temperature [124], the columnar
grains with imperfectly ordered Fe3Al would continuously grow during the multi-pass
deposition process. Some comparatively small equiaxed grains can be observed in the
upper layers, but also in the near-substrate zone. As samples S1 to S4 are fabricated using
increased deposition current, the completeness and size of the columnar grains are
increased because of the increased heat input in each deposited layer. It can be seen that
the columnar grains in sample S4, which is deposited using 160A, grow almost without
interruption from substrate to the top section. Also, with higher deposition current the
width of the buildup wall is increased because the higher current forms a larger molten
pool in the first few deposited layers. Also, the build heights of samples S1 to S4 are
similar since the specific deposition energy is kept constantly at 20±1kJ/g and interpass
temperatures are kept at 400C.
When comparing the set of tests where the current is held at 140A while the interpass
temperature is varied (S3 at 400C, S5 at 360C, S6 at 320C, and S7 at 280C), with
decreasing interpass temperature the width of the buildup wall is slightly reduced, and the
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height is correspondingly increased because of the constant specific deposition energy.
As the interpass temperature is reduced, there is also an increased deposition defect in the
near-substrate zone at bottom left (the side where the Fe wire is fed into the weld pool).
The reason for this is thought to be the following: At lower interpass temperature, the
molten pool during deposition of the first few layers is smaller, due to greater heat
conduction into the substrate that is driven by the temperature difference between weld
pool and substrate. However, the lower melting point of Al allows the molten Al droplet
to become fully dispersed through the molten pool while the molten Fe droplet cannot
disperse as thoroughly, because the feeding rate of the Fe wire is much higher than that
of the Al wire and the melting process for Fe requires a higher energy input. Therefore,
the center of the molten pool in the first few layers tends to deviate to the Al wire side
compared to the centerline of the buildup wall if there is inadequate preheating (as shown
in samples S5, S6 and S7). If this accurately describes the situation, the process parameter
set should be selected to maintain an adequately sized molten weld pool which is related
to the size and volume of wires being fed into the process. So that the melting of the input
materials does not significantly influence the size, position, or internal fluid dynamics of
the weld pool.
In contrast, for sample S3 (and also S1, S2 and S4), where the interpass temperature is
sufficiently high, the base of the buildup wall is formed almost symmetrically throughout
a wide range of deposition current and corresponding heat input. In addition, a
longitudinal crack is found in S7 which is fabricated using the lowest interpass
temperature, reinforcing the case for avoiding low interpass temperatures.
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Figure 4.12: Integral cross sections of samples S1 to S7.
Fig. 4.13 shows higher magnification metallographic images taken from the middle
section of the buildup walls and also the bottom of sample S7 where cracking was found.
Generally, the middle section of the buildup walls contains large columnar Fe3Al grains
with small grains distributed among them. For example, S4, which is fabricated using
160A current, no small equiaxed grains can be found and only very large grains are seen.
The specific grain sizes in the middle section of buildup walls are listed in Tab. 4.5, as
measured according to ASTM E112-10. The results indicate that with increasing
deposition current, the columnar grains become larger and that interpass temperature does
not markedly influence the grain size when the current is kept constant. Therefore, for the
present WAAM process, deposition current appears to be the dominant parameter for
determining the grain size in the buildup wall. The size of columnar grains in the bottom
section is much smaller than those in the middle, as shown in the last picture of Fig. 4.13.
This is thought to be the result of dilution from the steel substrate, which introduces extra
Fe into the buildup wall and makes the Al content in the bottom section lower than the
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designed composition. The longitudinal and transgranular crack in the bottom section is
indicative of the high residual stresses that are generated in the first few layers. Therefore,
a sufficiently high interpass temperature is a significant requirement for the Fe3Al WAAM
process.

Chapter 4

Figure 4.13: Microstructure in the cross sections of samples S1 to S7.
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Table 4.5: Size of columnar grains for samples S1 to S7 (as per ASTM E112-10).
Parameter

Grain size

set No.

(m)

S1

444

S2

476

S3

587

S4

786

S5

611

S6

617

S7

625

4.2.3.2 Phase characterization
As shown in Fig. 4.14a, the XRD patterns of samples S1 to S4 (all at 400C interpass
temperature but deposition current is varied) are typical Fe3Al phase diffraction patterns
and all four peaks match the 03-065-4419 card. The (220) peak is consistently the
strongest peak, and is significantly higher in S3 compared to S1, S2 and S4. This indicates
that more (220) Fe3Al phase has been generated in S3 than in the other three samples.
Similar to Fig. 4.14a, the (220) peak is still the strongest peak in Fig. 4.14b, where the
deposition current is kept constant at 140A while the interpass temperature is varied. For
sample S5, which is fabricated at 360C, Fe3Al phases in (200) and (420) are uniquely
observed as very small peaks, though the (220) peak of S5 is comparatively as strong as
in S3.

Figure 4.14: XRD results: (a) different deposition currents for constant 400C interpass
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temperature; (b) different interpass temperature for constant 140A deposition current.
4.2.3.3 Hardness test and chemical composition measurement
The variation of hardness and Al contents as a function of the vertical distance from the
substrate surface of the deposited wall are shown in Fig. 4.15 (variable deposition current,
constant 400C interpass temperature) and Fig. 4.16 (variable interpass temperature,
constant 140A deposition current), respectively.
The hardness and Al content curves of S1 to S4 generally indicate the same hardness
value (300±10Hv) in the designed composition layers (30at% Al), and a strengthening
area (high hardness) in the dilution affected zone. The latter is induced by the presence of
acicular carbide precipitates in the microstructure (as explained in previous research [217])
and the precipitation strengthening under 20at% Al [123]. The height of the dilution
affected zone is approximately 7mm above the substrate surface and it remains at that
level consistently for the four samples even though there is a large change in the
deposition current. The Al content of S1 in the top section of the buildup wall is relatively
lower than the other three samples. The reason for this is not clear, but it is thought to be
caused by the relatively low deposition current in S1 generating a correspondingly small
molten pool, and then during the fabrication process some melted Al droplets falling away
from the weld pool and failing to be deposited into the molten pool. Therefore, for the
present WAAM process an adequately sized molten weld pool is a necessary practical
requirement for compositional stability in the buildup structure.

Figure 4.15: (a) Hardness and (b) Al content of samples S1 to S4: Different deposition
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currents, constant 400C interpass temperature.
The hardness and Al content curves of S3 and S5 to S7 are shown in Fig. 4.16 (variable
interpass temperature, constant 140A deposition current). The hardness through the
normal direction of the buildup walls is generally the same as the previous four samples,
while there is a minor hardness increase in the substrate as the interpass temperature
increases. The height of the dilution affected layers is still approximately 7mm, indicating
that deposition current and interpass temperature have little influence on the height of the
dilution affected zone. As shown in Fig. 4.16b, in comparison with the Al content in the
middle section of the wall, the Al content in the top section is somewhat less stable. The
reason is thought to be the lack of remelting and reheating processes in the very top
section. In the lower and mi-section of the buildup wall, alloy that has been produced in
previously-deposited layers is repeatedly remelted as additional layers are deposited,
because the penetration depth of the weld pool spans multiple deposited layers. The
deposited alloy in the buildup wall is consequently allowed the opportunity to be
thoroughly mixed in order to produce a final deposit with uniform chemical composition.
The uppermost layers do not experience the same process cycles, so the composition is
less homogeneous. Therefore, to homogenize the chemical composition in the very top
section of buildup walls, it is proposed that the material is subjected to the finish remelting
process without additional filler material.

Figure 4.16: (a) Hardness and (b) Al content of samples S3 and S5 to S7: Different
interpass temperature, constant 140A deposition current.
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4.2.3.4 Tensile test
Tab. 4.6 presents the tensile test results of samples S3, S5, S6 and S7 measured at room
temperature. The decreased interpass temperature has reduced not only 0.2% offset yield
strength (0.2% YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS), but also elongation of the as
fabricated material. Although the tensile strength of S5 is very similar to S3, 400C is still
considered as the better parameter since the deviation of S3 results is lower than S5, which
indicates more consistent properties in the material. Compared to S3 and S5, a significant
loss of tensile strength takes place in S6 (140MPa in 0.2% YS and 120MPa in UTS). The
tensile strength and elongation results of S7 are even lower than those of S6. These results
indicate that a higher interpass temperature (400C) is desirable for achieving the best
tensile properties. This agree with previous research, which reported that prolonged heat
treatment at 400C to Fe3Al based iron aluminide can significantly reduce the crack
susceptibility [126]. Although the interpass temperature may be further increased in
principle, the results of Tab. 4.6 indicate that there are rapidly diminishing gains above
360C, and other practical considerations such as equipment durability and energy
consumption become important.
The fracture surfaces (Fig. 4.17) of tensile specimens extracted from samples S3, S5, S6
and S7 exhibit transgranular cleavage fractures with lamellar stream patterns and no
dimple is observed. Secondary cracks are also observed in all fracture surfaces which
indicates the low room temperature ductility of the deposited material.
Table 4.6: Tensile test results.
Parameter Interpass
set No.

0.2%

offset Ultimate tensile Elongation

temperature yield strength

strength

(C)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(%)

S3

400

847.7±2.5

944.3±19.2

3.3±0.1

S5

360

844.8±25.7

945.2±26.4

3.3±0.2

S6

320

705.9±31.7

827.1±30.5

3.1±0.6

S7

280

642.8±34.3

764.5±22.8

2.8±0.3
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Figure 4.17: Fracture surfaces of specimens fabricated using different interpass
temperatures.
4.2.4 Conclusions
In the present research, the designed 30at% Al content Fe3Al buildup walls have been
fabricated by the WAAM process using in-situ alloying, with a range of deposition
currents and interpass temperatures. An increase of deposition current increases the width
of deposited beads and also produces larger epitaxial columnar grains inside the buildup
walls. Excessively low deposition current has induced some Al lost in the very top section
of the wall since the excessively small molten weld pool cannot fully absorb the melted
Al droplets from the filler wire. Therefore, as a practical consideration in the WAAM
process, an adequate deposition current is necessary for the complete melting and
intermixing of filler wires in order to achieve the expected chemical composition for the
buildup structures. In addition, there is an upper limit for the value of deposition current,
since generally the excessively large grains produced at very high inputs will decrease the
plasticity of the material. As summarized from the results, the appropriate deposition
current is 140A for the simple wall geometry used in this study.
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The interpass temperature has a relatively small influence on the width of the buildup
wall when compared to the deposition current. However, a decreased interpass
temperature has produced non-symmetrical deposition at the base of the buildup wall,
because of an insufficiently large weld pool that is asymmetrically affected by the
differing energies required to melt the two different filler materials. Also for low
temperature, longitudinal cracking observed in one of the samples (S7) indicates the
production of very high residual stress levels in the first few layers of deposition.
Therefore, a sufficiently high interpass temperature is a significant requirement for the
WAAM process when operating near the substrate, particularly where the thermal
conductivity of the substrate is high. Furthermore, an increase of interpass temperature
improves both yield strength and elongation of the deposited material in the middle
section of the buildup walls, although the fracture surfaces of the tensile specimens still
show transgranular cleavage fractures with lamellar stream patterns because of the
inherent intermetallic properties of iron aluminides.
Unless the substrate has the same composition as the additively deposited material, there
is inevitably a transition zone between these two materials, Future work for the WAAM
process should be focused on improvement of the deposition efficiency by exploring
methods of reducing the height of this dilution affected zone, since this study has shown
that both deposition current and interpass temperature have little influence on it.
4.3 Influence of travel speed on the Fe3Al based iron aluminide fabricated using
WAAM process
4.3.1 Introduction
Wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process is considered to be a cost effective
technology for directly fabricating functional full-density metal parts of high structural
integrity, due to the relatively high deposition rate and low material supply cost when
compare to powder-bed AM processes [75, 93, 214]. Up to date, WAAM process has been
successfully applied to fabricate structures in standard alloys such as Ti6Al4V [214] and
steel [91]. In recent years, besides the standard alloys with homogenous chemical
composition, WAAM process has been proved to be applicable in fabricating titanium
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aluminide and iron aluminide wall structures with controllable chemical compositions
[217, 235].
According to the preliminary parameter studies of fabricating 30at% Al content iron
aluminide wall structures using the WAAM process, deposition current mainly influences:
(1) the width of the buildup wall, since larger deposition current would generate larger
molten pool; (2) Al content stability, as the excessively low deposition current can induce
some Al lost because of the inadequate molten pool size which cannot fully absorb the Al
droplet from the filler wire. And the interpass temperature at 400C during the additive
manufacturing process can significantly improve the yield strength and elongation of the
buildup Fe3Al intermetallic, which agrees with previous literatures that prolonged heat
treatment at 400C to Fe3Al based iron aluminide can significantly reduce the crack
susceptibility [126].
Besides the deposition current and interpass temperature, the travel speed is also an
important parameter during the WAAM process, since generally the buildup efficiency
can be improved with higher travel speed. The objective of the present research is to
investigate the effects of travel speed on the material properties of the buildup wall.
Section 4.3.2 describes the experimental setup for the WAAM process and the material
tests specifications. Section 4.3.3 presents the results and the corresponding discussion
for various mechanical and material tests, followed by conclusions in Section 4.3.4.
4.3.2 Experimental setup
The setup of the WAAM process is shown in Fig. 4.18. The power source chosen for the
process is a commercial gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) arc. And in order to achieve
in-situ alloying, two wire feeders with independent speed controls are used to feed a
0.9mm diameter 99.5%-purity annealed iron wire and a separate 0.9mm diameter 1080
grade aluminum wire into a single welding pool. In addition to the shielding gas from the
tungsten torch, a trailing shielding gas cover is designed for maintaining gas shielding
during the cooling process of the deposited material. The interpass temperature during the
AM process is achieved using a heating blanket placed in a thermal insulated box set
under the buildup substrate. To ensure the deposition stability in the first few layers, the
substrate for the buildup of iron aluminide wall structure is chosen as 5.5mm DH36 steel
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plate due to its good weldability.

Figure 4.18: Torch, wire feeders and trailing gas shielding setup for the Wire-Arc Additive
Manufacturing (WAAM) system.
Fig. 4.19 indicates the cycling loop of the WAAM process. For each deposition layer,
after switching on the start button, first there will be a shielding gas flowing for about 5s
before the arc start which aims at creating an inert gas environment. And after each layer
deposition, the post welding gas shielding will last for 1min. Then the system will wait
for the temperature cools down to the designed interpass temperature to start the next
layer.
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Figure 4.19: The cycling loop of the WAAM process.
The buildup walls are fabricated with 25 layers for each set of parameters. The travel
speeds are set as 95mm/min (Sample 1) and 200mm/min (Sample 2). For the two buildup
walls, the deposition current is fixed at 140A and interpass temperature is fixed at 400C.
The wire feed speed of Al wire is 689mm/min and the speed of Fe wire is 1000mm/min
to achieve a Fe3Al based iron aluminide with 30at% Al content balanced with Fe. The
deposition energy of the molten pool is kept at 20±1kJ/g to ensure the bull melting of the
filler wires.
The cross sectional samples for microstructure analysis are finely polished and then
etched using 50% aqua regia with approximately 3s etching time. The chemical
composition in the buildup material is determined using a JEOL® JSM-6490LA scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS)
operating at 20kV.
4.3.3 Result and discussion
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The microstructures of the bottom sections in the Sample 1 and Sample 2 are shown in
Fig. 4.20a and 4.20c respectively. The carbide precipitates induced by the carbon element
from steel substrate have shown long acicular shape in the dilution affected zone of
Sample 1. However, in Sample 2 which is fabricated with higher travel speed, the carbide
precipitates are much shorter and smoother than the ones in Sample 1. It is because with
higher travel speed, the penetration depth of the GTAW arc would reduce, therefore in the
first few layers, less carbon from substrate is diluted into in the buildup wall. Also, with
smaller line energy in the higher travel speed WAAM process, the carbide precipitates are
less fused with each other. As a result, the carbide precipitates become smaller and less
acicular. The microstructure in the middle section of both buildup walls are similar with
each other. They are mainly large columnar grains with some precipitates distributed both
inside grains and along grain boundaries.

Figure 4.20: Microstructures in the buildup walls fabricated using the travel speeds of
95mm/min, Sample 1. (a: bottom section; b middle section) and 200mm/min, Sample 2,
(c: bottom section; d: middle section).
The main difference result from the travel speed change is the composition stability in the
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buildup walls. As shown in Fig. 4.21, it is obvious that in the buildup section, the Al
content of Sample 2 is much lower than the Al content of Sample 1, the difference is
around 3at%. The lower Al content is caused by the Al lost during the additive
manufacturing process. As the higher travel speed generated relatively smaller molten
pool, some melted Al droplets from the Al filler wire fell away from the molten pool and
failed to be deposited into the weld pool. Therefore, for the present twin wire WAAM
process the travel should not be too fast otherwise the chemical composition stability
cannot be kept as design.

Figure 4.21: Al content curves of Sample 1 and Sample 2 in normal direction.
4.3.4 Conclusion
In the present research, two Fe3Al buildup walls have been fabricated using the WAAM
process with travel speed of 95mm/min and 200mm/min when other parameters are fixed
the same. Generally, with higher travel speed, the buildup structure would have smaller
dilution affected zone and less acicular carbide precipitates would be generated in the
dilution affected zone. However, higher travel speed has caused Al lost in the buildup
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layers which is caused by the lack of molten pool size. Therefore, for the present twin
wire WAAM process the travel should not be too fast otherwise the chemical composition
stability cannot be kept as design.
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Chapter 5 In-Depth Study of the Mechanical Properties for Fe3Al
Based Iron Aluminide Fabricated Using the WAAM Process
5.1 Introduction
Fe3Al based iron aluminide has been studied since the early 20th century, due to an
attractive combination of properties including excellent oxidation and sulfidation
resistance, considerable high temperature strength and creep resistance, low density and
low cost [212]. These properties make Fe3Al based iron aluminide a promising
replacement for specialized alloy steels in components used for fossil fuel energy systems
which require high thermal and corrosion resistance [236]. However, the industrial
application of iron aluminide alloys is limited largely by its brittleness at room
temperature, which also leads to a high manufacturing cost of this alloy [161].
Considerable efforts have been made to improve the room temperature ductility of iron
aluminide by adding alloying elements such as boron [159], chromium [135], cerium
[139], carbon, niobium, and titanium [137]. Room temperature elongation of Fe3Al can
be improved up to 11%, by using appropriate thermal-mechanical processing combined
with subsequent annealing and the selection of suitable alloying elements [133].
Currently, common practice for manufacturing iron aluminide are powder metallurgical
methods such as furnace casting/melting [224] and mechanical hot pressing [196]. The
main defect from powder metallurgical methods is the porosity inside the as-fabricated
ingots. This often requires expensive post-fabrication processing such as hot isostatic
pressing (HIP), aging and annealing to achieve the full-density that is an essential
requirement for heavy loaded structural materials. In addition, expensive high-purity
metal powder is always necessary for powder metallurgical methods to avoid casting
defects, such as contamination and segregation of impurity elements, which produce
inhomogeneous microstructure and poor mechanical properties [235].
Compared to conventional manufacturing methods, additive manufacturing requires
shorter lead-time and can incorporate design changes more easily due to its rapid
prototyping nature [199]. The demands for using AM processes to manufacture complex
parts has been increasing dramatically in the last 15 years [198]. To date, various AM
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processes have been used to fabricate free-formed structures of metallic materials such as
aluminum alloys [237, 238], nickel alloys [239, 240], steel [89, 93] and titanium alloys
[86, 94, 241]. AM processes for metals can be categorized by the form of material
delivered to the process. They are generally powder based process such as laser additive
manufacturing (LAM) [79] and selective laser melting (SLM); or wire based process such
as wire-arc additive manufacturing [214]. Although the powder based AM process has
the significant advantage of high manufacturing accuracy up to micron level for SLM
[203], it is essentially a powder metallurgical process. Therefore, it is susceptible to
porosity, a defect that must be particularly avoided for iron aluminide. Conversely, the
WAAM process is capable of producing structures with full-density if appropriate process
parameters are used. In addition, the cost of high purity metal in wire form is much lower
than high purity powders, especially where the particle size distribution must be tightly
controlled. The relatively low surface accuracy of wire-arc AM can be improved by
appropriate path planning and high accuracy machining between each deposition layer
[91], but it cannot match the resolution offered by powder based AM processes.
The WAAM process commonly uses a single feed wire and produces a deposited structure
of the same composition as the wire. Recently, a WAAM system using the tungsten arc
welding (GTAW) process has been used to in-situ fabricate binary phase intermetallic
materials such as gamma titanium aluminide [95] and Fe3Al based iron aluminide [242]
with pre-designed chemical composition. In the case of iron aluminide, pure iron and
aluminum wires are fed separately into a single molten pool through a twin-wire feeding
system with a specific wire feed ratio, in order to control the composition of the deposited
material. According to the preliminary results, the WAAM process has demonstrated its
capability of directly producing Fe3Al based iron aluminide wall structures with fulldensity and competitive room temperature tensile properties when compared to powder
furnace casting method [212, 217]. In addition, the remelting and reheating process
between each deposition layer provides a homogenized chemical composition inside the
buildup wall, except for the very bottom region of the buildup wall, in which the chemical
composition is affected by dilution from the substrate.
The grains in the Fe3Al based iron aluminide wall fabricated using the WAAM process
are mainly large columnar grains grow epitaxially in the buildup direction, which are
quite different from the large equiaxed grains using powder furnace casting method [210].
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To clearly describe orientations within additively manufactured material produced by
WAAM, the directions and planes are defined as follows.


Transverse direction: X direction in Fig.4.18, which is perpendicular to the
welding travel direction in the horizontal plane;



Longitudinal direction: Y direction in Fig. 4.18, which is the welding travel
direction;



Normal direction: Z direction in Fig. 4.18, which is the buildup direction. It is
perpendicular to the welding travel direction in the vertical plane;



Horizontal plane: X-Y plane;



Longitudinal plane: Y-Z plane;



Vertical plane: X-Z plane.

In a single WAAM buildup wall as shown in Fig. 5.1, columnar grains are found in the
vertical cross section while equiaxed grains are found in the horizontal cross section.
Accordingly, the tensile property in the normal direction would mainly represent the
strength of the grains, while in the longitudinal direction it represents the strength of the
grain boundaries. Therefore, the deposition direction of the WAAM process is expected
to have a large influence on the tensile properties within the buildup structures.
Measurement and comparison of the tensile strength in both longitudinal and normal
directions are necessary for optimization of the WAAM process for Fe3Al based iron
aluminide fabrication.

Figure 5.1: Definition of the coordinate system for the WAAM buildup wall-structure.
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This section presents a detailed study of material and mechanical properties of additively
manufactured Fe3Al based iron aluminide, particularly the anisotropy that results from
the manufacturing process.

5.2 Experimental setup
5.2.1 WAAM process
The setup of the WAAM process is shown in Fig. 5.2a. The deposition is performed using
a commercial inverter power source and a matching tungsten welding torch with a 2.4mm
diameter non-consumable electrode. As the target material of this study is 30at% Al iron
aluminide, the wire feed speeds for the iron and aluminum wires are maintained at
1000mm/min and 689mm/min, respectively. In order to obtain a stable molten pool with
adequate size for the double wire feeding, arc current and arc length are set at 140A and
3.5mm respectively. The interpass temperature is chosen to be 400C to improve the room
temperature ductility of Fe3Al based iron aluminide [126] and prevent the as fabricated
wall from cold cracking. The travel speed of the welding torch is set at 95mm/min. In
addition to the gas shielding provided by the torch, a trailing gas shield is used to maintain
gas coverage of the deposited material during the cooling period. The inert gas chosen for
the WAAM process is pure argon.
Fig. 5.2b shows the as-fabricated wall after forty layers of deposition. The width of the
buildup wall is approximately 10mm and the average height is 47mm, with some substrate
distortion being present. In order to remove the inhomogeneous microstructure and
element distribution in the very top deposition layer, as indicated in the preliminary
studies [217, 242], an additional remelting process (arc heating without deposition) was
applied.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Setup for the WAAM process; (b) The wall structure built up using the
WAAM process.
5.2.2 Material tests

Figure 5.3: Sample extraction locations for cross section samples, phase
characterizations (XRD) and tensile specimens.
The extraction locations for various material samples are marked in Fig. 5.3. The
metallographic samples were prepared using a Struers® TegraPol-21 with a grinding and
polishing method of P320, P500, P1200, and subsequently polished using 9µm Largo,
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3µm Dac, then active oxide polishing suspensions (OP-S). The etchant used for optical
microstructure inspection is 50% aqua regia and the etching time was approximately 3s.
The grain size was measured according to ASTM E112-10 standard. Vickers
microhardness through the cross section was measured using a Struers® DuraScan-70
tester at a load of 1kg with 0.5mm intervals. The corresponding element distribution test
points were located adjacent to the hardness test points under a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, JEOL® JSM-6490LA) operating at 20kV, which is equipped with an
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). In order to investigate the hardness and chemical
composition at different locations within the buildup wall, multiple test lines are
performed in the material.
The specific test lines are shown in Fig. 5.4. In the vertical plane (X-Z plane), the hardness
and element distribution were measured in three transverse lines (near substrate, middle
section and near top surface) and a centerline along the normal direction. In the
longitudinal plane (Y-Z plane), the corresponding information in the three test lines at the
same height were measured. The phase constituents near the substrate, at the middle
buildup section and top section were identified using a GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) with CuKα radiation (=1.5418Å) and a scanning speed of 4/min. The scanning
angle (2) was set from 20 to 100 and the step size was set at 0.02.

Figure 5.4: Hardness and EDS test lines in: (a) Vertical plane (X-Z plane); (b)
Longitudinal plane (Y-Z plane).
The tensile properties of the buildup wall were measured in both normal and longitudinal
directions, using a MTS370 load unit at a strain rate of 0.05s-1. As shown in Fig. 5.3, all
the tensile specimens were cut out from the middle section of the buildup wall to exclude
the influence of dilution. Taking into account the brittleness of Fe3Al based iron aluminide
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at room temperature, eight specimens were prepared for each loading direction to ensure
a sufficient number of valid tensile results. The gage section of the tensile specimen is
100mm×2mm×1.5mm. Subsequently, SEM images of the fracture surfaces were acquired
for analysis.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Morphology
Fig. 5.5 details the morphology in the X-Z plane of the buildup wall. The epitaxial growth
of columnar grains oriented along the buildup (Z) direction can be observed all the way
from the bottom substrate to the top section, as shown in Fig. 5.5a. It is because the
activation energy for DO3 ordering is greater than that for B2 ordering, and Fe3Al based
iron aluminides would more inclined to generate imperfectly ordered DO3 structure rather
than perfectly ordered DO3 structure at room temperature [124]. Therefore, the columnar
grains with imperfectly ordered Fe3Al would continuously grow during the multi-pass
deposition process. Microscopic morphologies with higher magnification are taken from
the dilution affected region, middle columnar grain region and top equiaxed grain region.
In the buildup region, the columnar grains at the lower section are smaller than the grains
at the higher section. The width of columnar grains in the lower section is approximately
473m, while at higher section it increased to 556m. Also, equiaxed grains, sized around
471m, are generated in the top region. Generally, the macrostructure of the X-Z plane is
typical of additively manufactured Fe3Al based iron aluminide [217], which consists of
large columnar grains in the buildup section, and equiaxed grains in the very top region.
In addition, thin layer bands can be observed in the buildup region, which is a typical
phenomenon for components fabricated using AM processes [235].
In the dilution affected region, as shown in Fig. 5.5d, apart from the columnar grains,
there also exist acicular precipitates phase Fe3AlC0.5 both along the grain boundaries and
inside the grains [211], which is induced by carbon from the steel substrate. In the buildup
region (Fig. 5.5c), no acicular precipitate is observed without the influence of dilution.
Aside from the grain boundaries, there are relatively brighter lines inside the grains which
are due to the vestiges of the grain boundaries that remain from the grain growth of the
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large columnar grains. As shown in Fig. 5.5b, the microstructure at the very top surface
is equiaxed grains, which is due to the lack of reheating at the top layers. Compared to
the Fe3Al wall fabricated without the final remelting process [217], the amount of
equiaxed grains in the top region has reduced. This indicates that the reheating process
throughout the manufacturing process of WAAM is the main reason for epitaxial growth
of the large columnar grains in the buildup wall component.

Figure 5.5: Macroscopic morphology of the entire X-Z plane and microstructures of: (b):
very top surface; (c) middle buildup section; (d) dilution affected region.
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5.3.2 Phase characterization
The results of XRD phase characterization in the X-Y plane from different regions in the
wall are shown in Fig. 5.6. All the diffraction peaks are Fe3Al phase (Powder diffraction
card No.: 03-065-3006), as expected from the Fe-Al binary diagram [123]. However, the
diffraction patterns obtained from bottom, middle and top regions are very different. In
the bottom region, only grains oriented in (200), (220) and (400) are detected, while in
the middle buildup region the (422) peak appears and replaces (400) to be the first strong
peak in the pattern. In the diffraction pattern acquired from the top near surface region,
although (422) is still the first strong peak, its relative strength is not as strong as in the
pattern acquired from the middle buildup region. Also, the (222) peak is uniquely detected
in the pattern of the top surface region.

Figure 5.6: XRD results of samples extracted from bottom near substrate section, middle
buildup section and top near surface section of the buildup wall.
5.3.3 Hardness measurement
The hardness curve measured along the centerline of the X-Z plane is shown in Fig. 5.7a.
The hardness along the buildup wall appears to be relatively homogeneous in the middle
buildup region and very top region, ranging from 270Hv to 307Hv with an average of
286Hv. However, a prominent hardness increase is observed in the dilution affected
region, which is induced by precipitation strengthening of carbide precipitates as shown
in Fig. 5.5d. In the middle buildup region, a slight hardness decrease from upper section
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to lower section can be observed. The difference could be attributed to the different
cooling rates between the upper section and lower section, since the lower section is
relatively closer to the heating blanket that was placed beneath the substrate to provide
preheating, which in effect also provides a prolonged 400C heat treatment.
Fig. 5.7b shows the hardness curves in the vertical X-Z plane, the locations of which have
been indicated in Fig. 5.4a. The mean hardness of the middle buildup region is 274Hv
and the mean hardness of the top near surface region is 299Hv. Except for a sudden jump
at the middle points in the bottom line, the hardness measurements in the rest of the
sample are similar. This can be explained by the extra iron and carbon elements
introduced by dilution from the steel substrate, which will be further discussed together
with chemical composition measurement (EDS) results in the following section.
The hardness results measured along the longitudinal direction in Y-Z plane are shown in
Fig. 5.7c, with the corresponding locations of testing lines marked in Fig. 5.4b. As
mentioned above, the precipitate hardening of the carbide precipitates has increased the
hardness in the bottom region, for which the mean hardness is 314Hv. The mean hardness
of the middle buildup region and top near surface region in the Y-Z plane is 272Hv and
298Hv respectively, which is very similar to the hardness value measured in the X-Z plane.
Therefore, in the buildup region the hardness distribution at the same height is very
homogeneous.
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Figure 5.7: Hardness of the buildup wall component measured in: (a) the centerline of XZ plane cross section; (b) the transverse lines in X-Z plane; (c) the longitudinal lines in
Y-Z plane.
5.3.4 Chemical composition
The EDS results of micro chemical analysis at various locations indicated in Fig. 5.4 are
summarized in Fig. 5.8. The Al content above the dilution affected region is relatively
homogeneous and has an average Al content of 30.8at%, which is very close to the
designed 30at% Al content. The height of the dilution affected region measured in Fig.
5.8a is approximately 7mm. Fig. 5.8b shows the Al content along the transverse test lines
in the X-Z plane. The Al content in the middle buildup region and top region is relatively
homogeneous, with an average Al content of 30.9at% and 30.1at% respectively. In line
with the hardness results, the Al content near the centerline of the bottom substrate
dilution region is lower than the designed composition. As shown in Fig. 5.8c, the
chemical composition along the longitudinal direction in the Y-Z plane is consistent,
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except for the bottom region, which is affected by dilution. The average Al content of
middle and top regions along the longitudinal direction is 31.0at% and 30.3at%, which is
very close to the average Al content at the same height measured along the transverse
direction. These EDS results demonstrate the homogeneity of Al content at the same
buildup height of the deposition.

Figure 5.8: EDS results of the buildup wall measured in: (a) the centerline of X-Z plane
cross section; (b) the transverse lines in X-Z plane; (c) the longitudinal lines in Y-Z plane.
5.3.5 Tensile testing
The tensile test results of the buildup wall obtained at room temperature are summarized
in Tab. 5.1. Tensile force was applied in both longitudinal (Y) and normal (Z) directions
in order to investigate the influence of loading orientation on the tensile properties, since
the microstructure of large columnar grains is expected to have influence on the
corresponding mechanical properties. Tensile strength (both ultimate and 0.2% yield) in
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the longitudinal (Y) direction is higher than the strength in the normal (Z) direction, while
elongation in the Y direction is slightly lower than elongation in the Z direction. Also, the
standard deviation of tensile properties in the Y direction is generally higher than the
deviation for the Z direction, which implies a more consistent tensile behavior for the
normal (Z) direction.
Table 5.1: Tensile test results under room temperature.
Tensile force orientation

Longitudinal (Y direction)

Normal (Z direction)

Ultimate tensile strength (MPa) 897.8±58.3

851.7±39.9

0.2% Yield strength (MPa)

810.7±55.8

722.6±21.9

Elongation (%)

3.5±0.4

3.7±0.2

The SEM pictures acquired from the fracture surfaces of the tested specimens are shown
in Fig. 5.9. As shown in Fig. 5.9a, the fractography of the tensile specimens tested in the
Y direction exhibits mainly transgranular cleavage fractures with lamellar stream patterns
without dimple. Also, secondary cracks that are perpendicular to each other can be
observed inside the large columnar grains. Similar to the fractography of longitudinal
tensile specimens, the fractography of tensile specimens extracted in the Z direction (Fig.
5.9b) also exhibits transgranular cleavage fractures and mutually perpendicular secondary
cracks. However, as well as secondary cracks being distributed inside the large columnar
grains, the secondary cracks also distribute along grain boundaries. In summary, both
fracture surfaces show cleavage fractures, consistent with the high room temperature
brittleness of Fe3Al based iron aluminide.

Figure 5.9: Fractography of tensile specimens extracted in: (a) longitudinal (Y) direction;
(b) normal (Z) direction.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Morphology, phase characterization and chemical composition
The WAAM process is essentially an additive multi-pass welding process. During
deposition of the first few layers onto the substrate, several processes simultaneously take
place: (1) the melting of Fe and Al wires together with the surface of the steel substrate;
(2) formation of Fe3Al phase which appears as large columnar grains; (3) formation of
Fe3AlC0.5 phase which is induced by carbon from the steel substrate and exists as the
acicular precipitate in the dilution affected zone (Fig. 5.5d); (4) fast solidification of the
as fabricated phases. Therefore, the bottom region of the wall component contains mainly
αFe grains, Fe3Al grains and Fe3AlC0.5 precipitates.
As shown in the hardness results at the centerline of X-Z plane (Fig. 5.7a), a prominent
hardness increase is observed in the dilution affected region. Although the relatively low
Al content in the dilution affected region can be a reason for this higher hardness, the
effect of precipitation strengthening induced by the acicular precipitate makes a more
significant contribution due to the much higher hardness of Fe3AlC0.5 [211]. The
transverse hardness results (Fig. 5.7b) and EDS results (Fig. 5.8b) of the bottom region
indicate that the metal deposited close to the centerline possesses relatively higher
hardness and lower Al content compared to both sides. Therefore, the diffusion direction
of elements introduced by the steel substrate is from the center of the molten pool, where
the metal is melted initially, to both sides of the deposit.
In the middle buildup region, the microstructure consists of large columnar grains
averaging 556m in size. During the deposition process, each deposited layer would be
partially remelted by the next deposition and reheated multiple times by the subsequent
deposition processes. The macro morphology throughout the X-Z plane is dominated by
epitaxial growth of the columnar grains, which can be explained as follows: During each
deposition the upper part of the former layer is remelted and leaves the columnar grains
partially melted. When solidification occurs, the grain growth direction would be
perpendicular to the solid/liquid interface in order to follow the maximum temperature
gradient [86]. As a result, the partially remelted columnar grains in the former layer
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further grow and develop through the entire buildup component.
The lack of carbon precipitate indicates that the middle buildup region is not influenced
by dilution from the substrate. This is reinforced by EDS results showing that the average
Al content in the middle buildup region is the same as the designed chemical composition.
However, despite of its homogeneous chemical composition, a hardness decrease in the
middle buildup region occurs from the upper section to the lower section. This is caused
by the variation of the cooling rate of each layer, determined by its distance to the heating
blanket beneath the substrate. For layers that are closer to the substrate, a longer time is
needed for the temperature of the deposited layer to return to the designed 400C interpass
temperature provided by the heating blanket. This variation of specific cooling rate also
leads to larger grain size of the columnar grains in the upper layers than in the lower
layers, as observed from the macro morphology of the X-Z cross section (Fig. 5.5a).
Therefore, in order to additively manufacture an iron aluminide component with a more
homogeneous microstructure, further development of interpass temperature control is
needed.
The homogeneous hardness and Al content measurements along the longitudinal (Y)
direction (Fig. 5.7c and Fig. 5.8c) indicate the consistency of the material properties at a
certain height of the buildup wall. However, even though the average Al content in the
middle and top region are very close to each other (31at% and 30.3at%), the hardness of
these two regions is significantly different (272Hv and 298Hv). This can be explained by
the same mechanism that produces the hardness variation within the middle region.
Namely, the upper layers require less time after deposition to return to the designed
interpass temperature, thereby increasing the effective cooling rate.
As indicated by the XRD results in Fig. 5.6, Fe3Al is the only phase detected in the three
samples extracted from the bottom, middle and top regions of the buildup wall under
room temperature. In fact, according to the Fe-Al binary diagram, during deposition the
30at% Al content iron aluminide in the previous layer would experience the phase
transition Fe3Al  Fe3Al+FeAl  FeAl+αFe  αFe+L  L in the remelting process;
and in the subsequent cooling process the molten material (both remelted from the
previous layer and introduced from deposition wires) would experience the exact opposite
phase transition. In both XRD patterns of middle buildup region and top near surface
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region, Fe3Al phase in (422) appears to be the first strong peak. However, it is not detected
in the bottom dilution affected region. Also, compared to the XRD pattern of the middle
region, an additional (222) peak is detected in the pattern of the top near surface region.
This new peak is generated by the crystal structure/preferred grain orientation transition
that occurs during the multi-layer deposition process. In addition, although the Fe3AlC0.5
phase can be observed in the micro morphology in the bottom dilution affected region, it
is not detected in the XRD pattern. This is probably due to the limitations of XRD, since
it is not capable of detecting a phase if it presents at less than 2-5%.
5.4.2 Mechanical properties
The tensile test results have shown that specimens extracted in the longitudinal (Y)
direction have relatively higher tensile strength and similar ductility compare to the
specimens extracted in the normal (Z) direction. Fracture surfaces from both directions
show transgranular cleavage fractures with no intergranular facture or dimple structure.
This indicates that the strength derived from the grain boundaries is higher than the
strength derived from the columnar grains themselves. As described in Fig. 5.10,
regarding the gauge volume of the tensile specimens (100mm×2mm×1.5mm), more grain
boundaries are included in the gauge for longitudinal tensile specimens than in the gauge
for normal tensile specimens. Accordingly, the tensile force in longitudinal (Y) direction
is applied on more grains than the tensile force in normal (Z) direction. Therefore, in order
to obtain better and more homogeneous mechanical properties inside the buildup material,
grain refinement is required after the additive layer fabrication of a component.
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Figure 5.10: The relationship between tensile loading direction and columnar grain
direction.

5.5 Summary
A wall component of Fe3Al based iron aluminide with full density and designed Al
content has been successfully fabricated using the WAAM process. The specific
characterization of the buildup material was divided into three regions along the vertical
build direction for the purpose of investigating the material properties as a function of
location. The bottom dilution affected region contains mainly columnar Fe3Al grains with
Fe3AlC0.5 precipitates distributed both inside grains and along grain boundaries. The
existence of Fe3AlC0.5 has also induced significant solution hardening in this dilution
affected zone. The Al content in the middle buildup section, which constitutes the
majority of the deposited material, is exactly as designed. However, a progressive
hardness variation is revealed in the vertical buildup direction which is caused by a
variation in specific cooling rate of the deposited layers. This phenomenon indicates the
need for further development of interpass temperature control for the WAAM process.
The reduced number of equiaxed grains in the top near surface region indicates that the
reheating process throughout the additive manufacturing process is the main reason for
epitaxial growth of large columnar grains in the buildup wall component. In addition,
both hardness and Al content along the longitudinal (Y) direction are quite homogeneous.
The tensile test results have shown higher strength in the longitudinal (Y) direction tensile
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specimens than in the normal (Z) direction specimens, while elongation is
correspondingly reduced. To obtain better and more homogeneous mechanical properties
within the buildup material, a grain refinement procedure is required after the WAAM
process.
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Chapter 6 The Influence of Thermal Cycling during the WAAM
Process of Fe3Al Based Iron Aluminide on the Phase Fraction and
Grain Structure: An In-Situ Neutron Diffraction Study
6.1 Introduction
Fe3Al based iron aluminide has been considered as a promising replacement of regular
stainless steel in piping and tubing for fossil energy systems [236], due to a combination
of advantages such as excellent oxidation and sulfidation resistance, considerable high
temperature strength and creep resistance, low density and low cost [212]. Extensive
efforts have been made to improve the room temperature ductility and high temperature
strength of iron aluminide, by means of adding alloying elements and heat treatments
[243]. To date, the room temperature elongation of Fe3Al based iron aluminide has been
improved up to 11% with the selection of suitable alloying elements and appropriate
thermal-mechanical processing combined with subsequent annealing [244]. However,
these combined processing techniques have on the other hand increased the
manufacturing cost of this alloy and counteracts its significant advantage of low cost for
industrial applications.
For the successful introduction to the market, a cost effective manufacturing method for
iron aluminide is necessary. In recent years, the wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM)
process has obtained considerable progress in both manufacturing accuracy (by
appropriate robotic path planning) [91, 93], and application scope of materials, such as
aluminum alloys [245], steel [89, 246] and titanium alloys [204, 214, 241]. Also, the
WAAM process has proved its capability of in-situ fabricating intermetallics of titanium
aluminide [190, 235] and iron aluminide [217, 242] with controllable chemical
compositions. Compare to current preferred methods of producing iron aluminide, such
as furnace casting/melting [174] and mechanical hot pressing [196], the WAAM process
is capable of directly producing structures with full density which eliminates the need for
expensive post-fabrication processing. Also, the cost of filler wires in WAAM process is
much lower than the high-purity metal powder which is necessary for powder
metallurgical methods to prevent casting defects [247].
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In order to further understand and develop the WAAM process, profound knowledge of
the materials behavior during multi-deposition process is required [248]. As a nature of
additive manufacturing (AM) process, the pre-deposited layer will be partially remelted
by the next deposition process, and substantially reheated multiple times during the
buildup. Specific to the buildup process of Fe3Al based iron aluminide, the as-deposited
material will experience phase transformation between D03 structured Fe3Al and B2
structured FeAl every time the following layer is deposited [123], which will induce stress
and influence the mechanical properties of the buildup structures. Therefore, an in-situ
observation of the phase transformation and grain structure variation is desirable.

Figure 6.1: Fe-Al binary diagram [123].
In the present research, the in-situ diffraction experiment was performed using a highflux neutron diffractometer named Wombat located on the TG1 thermal guide at the Open
Pool Australian Lightwater (OPAL) reactor. It is equipped with a 120 position sensitive
detector, for which the major functioning area is high-speed diffraction and capable of
measuring real-time phase transformations in the sub-second time range [186, 192]. In
principle, the neutron diffraction experiment was conducted while the specimen was
heated in a vacuumed furnace to simulate the heat-up process during WAAM process.
Therefore, the phase transformation can be quantitatively detected by the variation and
disappearance of the corresponding peaks. Also, by comparing the neutron diffraction
results with basic material test results such as microstructure, X-ray diffraction peaks and
chemical composition, the grain structure variation occurs during the heat-up process can
be analyzed.
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6.2 Experimental setup
6.2.1 Sample preparation
The setup of the WAAM process is shown in Fig. 6.2. The process was powered using a
gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) arc which was generated by a commercial inverter
power source and a matching (2.4mm diameter) tungsten welding torch [217, 242]. Two
wire feeders with independent speed controls, one for 1080 grade aluminum wire
(695mm/min) and one for 99.5%-purity annealed iron wire (1000mm/min), were applied
to feed the wires into a single molten pool and in-situ fabricate the designed 30at% Al
iron aluminide alloy. The cuboid test specimen (8×10×10mm3) was substantially
extracted from middle section of the buildup wall in order to avoid the effect of dilution
affect zone near the substrate.

Figure 6.2: Specific setup of the WAAM process.
6.2.2 In-situ neutron diffraction and data analysis
Before the neutron diffraction experiment, the Wombat instrument was calibrated by a
LaB6 standard to a wavelength of =2.419Å. The 30at% Al iron aluminide specimen was
wrapped at the center of the vacuum furnace (5×10-4Pa) using molybdenum wire. The
neutron data was acquired to each data file every 35s.
During the heat treatment, the temperature was first held at 32C (305K) for 12min in
order to acquire the diffraction patterns under room temperature with enough intensity
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and accuracy, then the temperature went up to 1350C (1623K) at a speed of 0.07K/s.
Subsequently, the temperature was held at 1350C (1623K) for 1200s and cooled down
at 0.07K/s to 1100C (1373K). Afterwards, in order to accelerate the cooling rate, the
furnace was filled with pure argon and cooled to room temperature. The diffraction
patterns were collected every 35s because of the high-flux advantage of Wombat
instrument. A C-type thermocouple was placed near the sample surface for reading and
controlling the temperature. The corresponding heat treatment temperature profile is
shown in Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Temperature profile of the heat treatment during the neutron diffraction
characterization.
In order to calculate quantitive phase fractions of the in-situ neutron diffraction
experiment, Rietveld analysis was applied for the diffraction pattern fitting [193]. The
obtained diffraction patterns were sliced into several featured sections according to the
existence of certain peaks which would appear/disappear due to the phase transformation.
Subsequently 1-D diffraction patterns from each featured section were imported to the
Rietveld analysis software Bruker® Topas V4.2 to determine the phase fractions, by
setting up the analysis software with an appropriate set of fitting parameters. The
structural models used include a cubic (Fm-3m) Fe3Al phase, a cubic (Pm-3m) FeAl
phase and a cubic (Im-3m) -Fe phase. A generalized spherical harmonics model was
also used to account for the texture effect of the phase constitution.
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6.2.3 Microstructural characterization
The cross-sectional specimens extracted from both as-fabricated and heat-treated samples
were finely polished using a Struers® TegraPol-21 automatic polishing machine. The
polishing procedure after grinding the sample surfaces to P1200 was 9µm Largo, 3µm
Dac and finally OPS. Afterwards, the samples were etched using 50% aqua regia with 5s
etching time. The specific extraction locations of the cross-sectional specimens are shown
in Fig. 6.4. The microstructures were inspected with a Leica® MMRM research optical
microscopy and a scanning microscopy (SEM, JEOL® JSM-6490LA) operating at 20Kv
under second electron mode. The chemical composition inside the fabricated material was
characterized under the same SEM, which is equipped with an energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS), so as to ensure the Al content of the material is right as designed
30at%. Also, in order to further confirm the neutron diffraction results and investigate the
influence of the certain heat treatment process on the Fe3Al based iron aluminide material,
the phase constructions in the additive manufactured material before and after the in-situ
neutron diffraction test were identified using a GBC® MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD)
with Cu Kα radiation (=1.5418Å) and a scanning speed of 4/min.

Figure 6.4: Extraction locations of cuboid neutron diffraction test sample and
microstructural characterization samples.
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6.3 Results and discussions
6.3.1 XRD patterns
The XRD patterns of the as-fabricated and heat-treated samples are shown in Fig. 6.5. All
the peaks have been detected as Fe3Al phase (Powder diffraction card No.: 03-050-0955),
as expected from the Fe-Al binary diagram. Compare to the diffraction pattern of the asfabricated sample, there is a significant increase of (220) peak in the diffraction pattern
of the heat-treated sample. It indicates that in the imperfectly-ordered to perfectly-ordered
transformation of Fe3Al phase during the heat treatment [135, 212], (220) is the preferred
orientation in the present case.

Figure 6.5: XRD patterns of the as-fabricated and heat treated samples.
6.3.2 Chemical composition and microstructures
The test regions for EDS chemical composition measurements are shown in Fig. 6.6 and
the corresponding results are listed in Tab. 6.1. According to the EDS results, the 30at%
Al content iron aluminide has been successfully fabricated using the WAAM process.
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Figure 6.6: The test regions (Spectrum 1, Spectrum 2, Spectrum 3) of EDS chemical
composition measurements on different grains.
Table 6.1: The EDS results of S1, S2 and S3.
Spectrum No.

Al content (at%)

S1

30.5

S2

30.6

S3

30.3

The microstructures of the as-fabricated and heat treated samples obtained using optical
microscope are shown in Fig. 6.7. Generally, the microstructure of the Fe3Al based iron
aluminide fabricated by WAAM process contains large grains with precipitates
distributed inside the grains and along the grain boundaries. However, compare to the asfabricated sample, the grain boundaries in the microstructure of heat treated sample are
straighter. It is caused by the recrystallization of the grains during the heat treatment.
As shown in the binary diagram (Fig. 6.1) and the temperature profile of heat treatment
(Fig. 6.3), the holding temperature of 1350C (1623K) is already above the phase
transformation line between α-Fe and FeAl which means both homogenization and
recrystallization processes have occurred during the heat treatment. Therefore, the
residual stress inside the material which was induced by the fast cooling during the
WAAM process has been released and left the grain boundaries straighter than the asfabricated sample.
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Figure 6.7: The microstructures of the as-fabricated and heat-treated samples: (a) asfabricated sample; (b) heat-treated sample.
Also, as observed in the optical microstructures, there are stream or dimple patterns inside
the large grains. To further investigate these structures, higher magnification photos
(shown in Fig. 6.8) are acquired using the SEM. As stated in the previous XRD and EDS
results, the grains in the fabricated material has the same chemical composition and phase.
Therefore, the difference of the stream or dimple patterns should be induced by the fiber
structures inside the large columnar grains [249, 250]. As shown in Fig. 6.9, the stream
pattern of Fig. 6.8a is the morphology in parallel cross section of the fibers; and the dimple
patterns in Fig. 6.8b and Fig. 6.8c are the morphologies in vertical and tilted cross sections
of the fibers, respectively.
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Figure 6.8: High magnification SEM photos of the lamellar and dimple patterns inside
the grains: (a) stream pattern; (b) dimple pattern; (c) tilted dimple pattern.

Figure 6.9: The schematic drawing of the truncation rod structures in the Fe3Al grains:
(a) stream pattern; (b) dimple pattern; (c) tilted dimple pattern.
6.3.3 Wombat ND results
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Originally, the overall neutron data was collected into 698 data files, but for the
convenience of analysis, the overall data has been translated into function of time from
function of data index number. The overall 3D Wombat ND pattern as a function of time
during the heating up experiment is shown in Fig. 6.10. As the color shows the intensity
of the diffraction peaks, the phase transformation between perfectly ordered Fe3Al and
imperfectly ordered Fe3Al has been clearly revealed by the disappearance of (111) and
(311) peaks at about 600C (873K) [212].
Also, when the temperature increases to about 1100C (1373K), the (111) peak of B2
structured FeAl (q=3.73008) has disappeared because of the order-disorder
transformation between FeAl phase and α-Fe phase as shown in the binary diagram (Fig.
6.1). It is worthy of being mentioned that although the (222) plane of D03 structured Fe3Al
phase (q=3.74146) has almost the same position as the (111) FeAl phase, the peak at this
position is still characterized as FeAl phase rather than Fe3Al phase in this neutron data
slice under high temperature, because the disappearance of this peak at high temperature
is very obvious compare to the other two peaks at q=3.05487 and q=4.32027; and if there
is still some untransformed D03 Fe3Al phase like the peaks q=3.05487 and q=4.32027,
the peak should not have disappeared. However, for the neutron data acquired under
600C (873K), this peak is characterized as a mixture of both Fe3Al and FeAl phase, since
the possibility of existence of Fe3Al phase at this position cannot be excluded. This
explanation is also suitable for the characterization of the peak at q=2.16012 (002) Fe3Al
or q=2.15356 (001) FeAl, which has the same condition.
According to the binary diagram, when the Al content is 30at%, neither D03 structured
Fe3Al phase nor B2 structured FeAl phase should exist when the temperature is above
1100C (1373K), however, the strong peaks at q=3.05487 and q=4.32027 continues to
exist throughout the heating up process. It is because the speed of the temperature increase
is too fast for the imperfectly ordered Fe3Al phase to totally transform, as ordinarily a
seven day 500C (773K) heat treatment should be applied for the D03 structured Fe3Al
phase ordering [135].
In addition, as shown in the crystallographic information files (CIF) of Fe3Al and FeAl
phases, the positions of the peaks are fairly similar which have caused peak overlapping
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as shown in Fig. 6.10 such as (002) in Fe3Al and (001) in FeAl and so on. It is because
both D03 and B2 structures of Fe3Al and FeAl phases are basically body centered cubic
lattices, while as shown in Fig. 2.7 in the literature review chapter, D03 structure possesses
eight B2 cubic but with different center atoms on specific conditions. Therefore, during
the peak fitting for single data slice, the existence of B2 structured FeAl phase in the
present sample should be considered according to the specific conditions such as
temperature and Fe-Al binary diagram.
The two peaks between q=2.5 and q=3.0 that exist throughout the heating up process are
the diffraction peaks of the front and rear walls of the vacuumed furnace. Therefore, these
two peaks are ignored in the Rietveld refinements.

Figure 6.10: The overall 3D Wombat neutron diffraction pattern of the heating up
experiment as a function of time.
The specific Rietveld refinements of single neutron data slices number 50 (100°C, 373K),
150 (400°C, 673K), 250 (700°C, 973K), 350 (900°C, 1173K) and 450 (1100°C, 1373K)
are shown in Fig. 6.11. The calculated (red) and measured (blue) patterns are shown in
the figures, together with the difference curve (grey). The peak positions for Fe3Al phase
(blue ticks) and FeAl phase (black ticks) are also indicated. As shown in Fig. 6.11a, b and
c, the phase transformation of the perfectly ordered Fe3Al phase is clearly revealed by the
intensity decrease of (111) and (311) peaks. And the phase transformation of FeAl phase
is indicated by the peak disappearance of (001) and (111) of FeAl phase, as shown in Fig.
6.11c, d and e.
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Figure 6.11: Typical Rietveld refinement of the neutron diffraction patterns measured on
the Fe3Al based Iron aluminide alloy: (a) index number 50 (100°C, 373K), initial state
before phase transformation; (b) index number 150 (400°C, 673K), state before perfectly
ordered Fe3Al phase disappearance; (c) index number 250 (700°C, 973K), state after the
disappearance of perfectly ordered Fe3Al phase; (d) index number 350 (900°C, 1173K),
state before the disappearance of FeAl phase; (e) index number 450 (1100°C, 1373K),
state after the disappearance of FeAl phase.
The corresponding phase fractions obtained from the refinements are shown in Tab. 6.2.
The heating up process has increase the phase fraction of FeAl from 3.36wt% in the initial
state to 21.54wt% before the FeAl transformed into disordered state. As mentioned above,
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the Fe3Al phase continues to exist because of the thermodynamics and kinetics reason.
Therefore, only Fe3Al phase exists in the high temperature state as shown in the Rietveld
refinement of neutron data in index file 450.
Table 6.2: Specific phase fractions obtained from the neutron data refinements.
Index file no.
50
150
250
350
450

Temperature
100°C, 373K
400°C, 673K
700°C, 973K
900°C, 1173K
1100°C, 1373K

Fe3Al (wt%)
96.64
95.55
84.99
78.46
99.49

FeAl (wt%)
3.36
4.45
15.01
21.54
0.51

6.4 Conclusions
According to the XRD results, EDS results and the morphology characterizations, a Fe3Al
phase buildup structure with consistent 30at% Al content has been successfully fabricated
by the WAAM process. However, compare to the XRD results in which no FeAl phase
was detected, the ND data has revealed the existence of the FeAl phase for about 3.36wt%.
It is due to the accuracy of the XRD equipment that the phase with fraction under 5wt%
cannot be detected. Therefore, the XRD and ND results are inclined with each other, also
with the nature of deeper penetration, higher energy and intensity, the ND result is
relatively more accurate. In summary, the 30at% Al iron aluminide fabricated by the
WAAM process is mostly consist of Fe3Al phase with a small amount of FeAl phase.
As indicated in the ND results, during the heating up process, the buildup iron aluminide
component has experienced the phase transformation of D03 structured Fe3Al phase to
B2 structured FeAl phase up to about 600C (873K); B2 structured FeAl to disordered
Fe-Al solid solution up to 1000C (1273K); and imperfectly ordered Fe3Al phase to
perfectly ordered Fe3Al phase throughout the process because of the thermodynamics and
kinetics reason. Therefore, during each deposition of the WAAM process, the formal
deposited material will experience the similar phase transformation processes. The ND
results also indicates the significance of the homogenization and ordering heat treatment
for the WAAM fabricated Fe3Al based iron aluminide, otherwise the imperfectly ordered
Fe3Al phase would occupy most of the material. In addition, the fiber structure inside the
large columnar Fe3Al grain is worthy of investigation for the future work, since the certain
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structure can probably have an influence on the grain orientations.
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Chapter 7 Fe-FeAl Composition Graded Material
7.1 Fabrication of Fe-FeAl FGM using the WAAM process
7.1.1 Introduction
Functionally graded material (FGM) belongs to a class of advanced materials with
properties that progressively vary over one or more dimensions. Since it was applied in
mid-1980 as the thermal barrier coating for hypersonic space plane projects [184, 185,
251-253], FGM has increasingly attracted both research and commercial interest due to
its unique gradient and locally optimized material properties, which permits application
in harsh environments with high temperature gradient, wear and corrosion. While the
reproducibility of FGMs is important for its mass production in industrial applications
[254], the deterministic gradient still remains difficult to control and the dilution effect
during fabrication has not been systematically explored [255]. In addition, the fabrication
cost of the composition gradient material is very high using current powder processing
and fabrication methods [256].
Existing methods for FGM fabrication include layer/disc remelting [257], chemical vapor
deposition/infiltration [258], powder-based furnace remelting [259], laser rapid
prototyping [260] and also weld arc deposition [246]. For certain materials powder-based
processes cannot directly produce functional parts with high structural integrity [202] and
often require expensive processing steps such as hot isostatic pressing to achieve the full
density which is essential for highly loaded structural materials [203].
Compared to powder-based processes, the arc-welding based wire-feed deposition
method has significantly lower material supply cost, higher deposition rate and lower
probability of oxide contamination [204]. Up to date, wire-arc based additive
manufacturing process has been preliminary investigated and applied to fabricate
structures with various materials such as titanium [85, 214] and aluminum alloys [261].
In this research, a wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) system is utilized for in-situ
fabrication of iron aluminides [92]. A gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) arc rather than
gas metal arc welding (GMAW) arc is used as the heat source, due to its higher arc
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stability when applied to a wide range of ferrous, non-ferrous alloys and their
combinations [206]. Compared to the GMAW process, the GTAW process generates
negligible spatter and produces a quiescent melt pool, which is more desirable to produce
consistent material deposition with the desired chemical composition. Pure iron and
aluminum wires are fed separately into the molten welding pool through a twin-wire
feeding system with a specific wire feed speed ratio in order to control the material
composition and achieve the desired deposition rate. As a result, this process is
simultaneously an additive manufacturing (AM) process and an in-situ alloying process.
When considering a material that can be applied by such as process, the Fe-Al
intermetallic is attractive for applications requiring high damage resistance [262] due to
its excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance, low density and low cost [128-130, 263].
However, room temperature brittleness limits its application to industries. Although many
efforts have been made to improve room temperature ductility by additions of alloying
elements and heat treatment, advancements have been limited [135, 264, 265]. Therefore,
it is proposed that a FGM combining Fe-Al intermetallics with Fe based alloys such as
steel would achieve high corrosion resistance on the intermetallic side and high ductility
on the opposite side, with a smooth transition of properties through the intermediate
material.
According to the Fe-Al binary diagram (Fig. 7.1) two Fe-Al intermetallic phases, Fe3Al
and FeAl, exist for Al content under 50at%. Both of these phases have desirable
mechanical properties and corrosion resistance under 773K (500C) [149, 159]. To date,
research on iron aluminides has focused mainly on mechanical properties such as room
temperature ductility and high temperature creep resistance of the material with consistent
composition, while few research results have been published for the compositionally
gradient material. Although compositionally gradient Fe-FeAl ingots have been produced
by using layered powder metallurgy, these methods are still not able to fabricate samples
with full density and continuous phase and composition transitions [262].
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Figure 7.1: Fe-Al binary diagram [123].
The purpose of the present study is to fabricate a compositionally graded Fe-FeAl FGM
using the WAAM process with a designed composition gradient, and furthermore to
investigate the material and mechanical properties of the buildup wall.
7.1.2 Experimental setup

7.1.2.1 WAAM process
A commercial GTAW inverter power source and a matching tungsten torch are used for
the WAAM system. The wire feeders have independent speed controls to achieve Fe-FeAl
FGM with varying composition ratio. The arc length is set to approximately 3.5mm and
a welding current of 140A is used to produce a stable and concentrated arc with sufficient
welding heat input. The inert gas shielding is achieved by pure argon. In addition to
shielding provided by the GTAW torch itself, a trailing argon shield is applied with a flow
rate of 9L/min. The additional trailing shielding gas continues to flow during the
manufacturing process and approximately one extra minute after the arc is extinguished
to minimize oxidation. 5.5mm DH36 low carbon shipbuilding steel was chosen as the
substrate due to its good weldability, to ensure the stability of the deposition process in
the first few layers.
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Figure 7.2: Torch, wire feeder and trailing shielding gas for the wire-arc additive
manufacturing (WAAM) system.
The detailed parameters used for Fe-FeAl FGM fabrication are listed in Tab. 7.1. The Al
composition gradient of the buildup wall is designed to increase from15at% to 50at%,
with 5at% increments after every four layers. The set of two 55at% Al layers at the very
top of the deposit have been added to ensure that the final Al content reaches 50at%, since
theoretically the dilution from substrate can continuously influence the Al content in the
buildup layers.
All layers are deposited with an interpass temperature of 673K (400C) to avoid cracking
defects that would otherwise result from the low-temperature brittleness of Fe-Al
intermetallics [126]. The control of the interpass temperature is achieved by clamping the
substrate over a heating blanket placed in a thermal insulating box. Two pairs of thermal
couples, one for the heating equipment and one for the computer, are attached 20mm from
the additive manufacturing position to measure the temperature. To achieve a stable
molten pool and complete melting of the feed wires, the specific deposition energy is
maintained at approximately 20±1kJ/g by adjusting the wire feed speeds for both Fe and
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Al wire feeders, and maintain the travel speed at 95mm/min.
Table 7.1: Buildup parameters.
Al

Number

Current Travel

content

of layers (A)

(at%)

speed

Preheat/

Wire feed speed Specific

Interpass (mm/min)

(mm/min) temp.

Al

Fe

(°C)

deposition
energy
(kJ/g)

15

4

140

95

400

254

900

20.97

20

4

140

95

400

360

900

20.85

25

4

140

95

400

481

900

20.41

30

4

140

95

400

618

900

19.59

35

4

140

95

400

776

900

19.80

40

4

140

95

400

961

900

20.83

45

4

140

95

400

786

600

20.90

50

4

140

95

400

961

600

20.16

55

2

140

95

400

1175

600

20.86

7.1.2.2 Material tests and characterizations
The sample cross sections and tensile specimens are cut from the buildup wall using the
wire electrical discharge machining (EDM) process, due to the low temperature
brittleness of the Fe-Al intermetallics precluding other common cutting processes. The
locations of the samples within the deposited wall are shown in Fig. 7.3a. The etchant
used for optical microstructure inspection is 50% aqua regia with approximately 3s
etching time. Vickers microhardness is measured with a Struers® DuraScan automatic
hardness testing machine at both the vertical (for composition gradient through the
buildup wall) and horizontal (for composition uniformity in the layer sections) directions
across the buildup wall sample using a 1kg load and 1mm step size with 7s indentation
time for each testing point.
The chemical composition of the buildup wall is measured using a JEOL® JSM-6490LA
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (EDS) operating at 20kV. The composition testing points are located
approximately 50µm laterally from the hardness testing positions. The distribution of the
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hardness and composition testing lines are marked in Fig. 7.3b. The test along the vertical
centerline is performed to measure the chemical composition gradient of the material. The
tests along the transverse lines (L1 to L6) are used to assess the chemical composition
homogeneity within the various layers. Phase characterization is identified using a GBC®
MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with CuKα radiation (λ= 1.5418Å); scanning angle
(2) is set from 20 to 100º with a 2/min scanning speed. The XRD tests are carried out
on all the tensile specimens to determine the phase change along the composition gradient.
The gage section of the tensile specimens along the longitudinal direction is
10mm×2mm×1.5mm. The specimens are tested at room temperature with a MTS370 load
unit at a 5×10-2s-1 strain rate. Subsequently, SEM images of the fracture surfaces are
acquired for the fracture analysis.

Figure 7.3: Sample preparations: (a) extraction positions; (b) hardness and composition
testing lines on cross section sample.
7.1.3 Experimental results
7.1.3.1 Morphology
The macrostructure of the cross section in the as-fabricated buildup wall is shown in Fig.
7.4. The variations of the grain morphologies can be observed, as would be expected and
in accordance with the designed composition gradient. Large columnar grains are present
at the bottom and equiaxed grains in the upper section, which are both iron-rich grains,
and aluminum-rich lump shaped grains are present at the very top. In the bottom section,
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the Fe3Al based iron aluminide would more inclined to generate imperfectly ordered DO3
structure rather than perfectly ordered DO3 structure at room temperature, while in the
upper section, when Al content increases the phase would vary into B2 structure since the
activation energy for DO3 ordering is greater than that for B2 ordering. Therefore, as
shown in the macrostructure, Fe3Al based large columnar grains are in the bottom and the
upper section shows mostly FeAl equiaxed grains. The grains in the sample show
epitaxial growth caused by the layer by layer deposition process.

Figure 7.4: The macrostructure of the cross section.
The microstructures with higher magnifications from the bottom section near the
substrate to the top of the buildup wall are shown in Fig. 7.5. The bottom dilution affected
region (Fig. 7.5a) mainly contains carbon induced acicular carbide precipitates, Fe3AlC0.5,
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which not only distribute in the grains but also in the grain boundaries [211]. As shown
in Fig. 5b, the carbide precipitates become less acicular in the upper layers in the dilution
affected region. The existence of the carbide precipitates would form a precipitation
strengthening to the material and can be used to identify the dilution affected height,
which is the main concern for composition during the deposition.
Fig. 7.5c shows the microstructure in the large columnar grains sized from 300µm to
470µm (measured according to ASTM E112-10) in the middle section of the buildup wall.
The acicular carbide precipitates have completely disappeared, which means that this
section is not influenced by dilution from the substrate. In contrast to the large columnar
grains in the bottom and middle section, the grains in the top section (Fig. 7.5d) are
equiaxed grains with the grain size from 100µm to 150µm. The large difference in grain
size is due to the increased Al content and the phase change from DO3 structured Fe3Al
to B2 structured FeAl. Fig. 7.5e shows the grains near the boundary between Fe-rich
grains and aluminum-rich grains. In this region, while different from the previous
equiaxed grains shown in Fig. 7.5d, the grain size does not significantly change. The
equiaxed grains near the boundary have an apparent stream shaped pattern inside the
grains which indicates that the Al content almost reaches 50at% in these grains [266].
The boundary between Fe-rich grains and aluminum-rich grain is shown in Fig. 7.5f. A
large portion of fine oxide pits distribute along the boundary [175], which makes the
boundary very obvious in the lower magnification picture (Fig. 7.5h). In the very top
region (Fig. 7.5g) Al content reaches around 50at%. This is already the FeAl2 phase region
in the binary diagram. The microstructure mainly contains small round grains in the grain
boundaries and acicular white phase in the blocky large grains.
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Figure 7.5: The microstructures in different sections (small black dots are etching pits):
(a) dilution affected region near the boundary between buildup wall and substrate; (b)
dilution affected region with less carbide precipitates; (c) large columnar grain in middle
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section; (d) equiaxed grains in top section; (e) equiaxed grains near the boundary
between iron-rich grains and aluminum-rich grains; (f) the boundary between equiaxed
grains and lump shaped grains; (g) lump shaped grains near the top surface; (h) low
magnification image of the boundary.
7.1.3.2 Phase characterization and chemical composition measurement
The results of XRD analysis for 11 tensile specimens (named S1 to S11 from the bottom
to the top of the deposited wall) and the top surface specimen (TS) are shown in Fig. 7.6
for the investigation of phase variation along the composition gradient. The tensile
specimens are used for XRD rather than the cross-sectional samples because the results
will be most accurate (or less ambiguous) when the structure is consistent throughout the
beam path for all measurement angles. The deposited structure and composition is
inherently more homogeneous in the horizontal direction of Fig. 7.3a, while the
composition and phase constitution is designed to change in the vertical direction.
Scanning the vertical cross-section samples will produce pessimistic and unrepresentative
results due to the beam passing through material of changing composition, depending on
measurement angle.
From Fig. 7.6a, the XRD result from the bottom section of the buildup wall S1 (22.7at%
Al) shows that it contains mainly the Fe3Al. In the twin peak, α-Fe in (200) is observed
which indicates this section is partially dilution affected. In comparison to S1, the twin
peak has changed to the single (400) Fe3Al peak in the S2 (25.8at% Al) pattern and the
appearance of the Al2O3 peaks implies a lack of inert gas protection in these layers. The
results from S3 to S6 are typical Fe3Al diffraction patterns and match all four peaks in the
03-065-4419 card. From S2 to S6, there is a decrease of the (400) Fe3Al peak with an
increase of the (200) peak. This is due to the disappearance of the large columnar Fe 3Al
grains during the increase of Al content.
The peaks shown in S7 are characterized as the B2 structured FeAl phase rather than
Fe3Al phase as shown in the previous patterns, although the positions of the peaks are
fairly similar. Since the Al content in S7 is 43.1at% that is already in the FeAl region of
the binary diagram and the intensities of the peaks are apparently stronger than the ones
in S6, this indicates the phase in this section has changed. The strong peaks in the rest of
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the patterns are characterized as the FeAl phase as well. Several Al2O3 peaks are detected
in S9, S10 and S11, which are caused by the lack of inert gas protection as in S2.

Figure 7.6: XRD results: (a) S1 to S6; (b) S7 to the top surface.
The actual and designed composition gradient curves along the centerline are shown in
Fig. 7.7a. The height of each deposited layer (h) is estimated by the equation below.

ℎ=

𝑉𝐹𝑒 +𝑉𝐴𝑙
𝑣𝐿𝑤

Where, VFe is the volume of the melted Fe wire; VAl is the volume of the melted Al wire;
v is the travel speed and Lw is the width of the deposited layer.
Despite the Al content in the first few layers being lower than the designed composition
due to the influence of dilution; the actual composition gradient is close to the designed
value. Rather than the designed step composition curve, the actual composition shows a
smooth transition due to the remelting process during the multi-layer deposition process.
In addition, the chemical composition curves in the transverse directions for different
heights are drawn in Fig. 7.7b. In L1 and L2, the Al content on the left side, where the
iron wire was feed in, is lower than the right side, where the aluminum wire was feed in.
However, in the middle sections of the buildup wall (L3, L4, L5) the Al content becomes
more homogeneous on both sides. In the very top section (L6), where the Al content has
reached over 50at%, the Al content becomes more inconsistent in the transverse direction
as the remelting or reheating processes are not enough to homogenize the chemical
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compositions in the last couple of layers.

Figure 7.7: EDS results: (a) vertical centerline; (b) transverse lines.

7.1.3.3 Hardness and tensile tests
As shown in Fig. 7.8, due to the phase variation induced by the compositional gradient,
the hardness along the vertical centerline of the buildup wall has a large variation from
140Hv, the average hardness of DH36 substrate, to 650Hv near the top surface. It is
evident that the increasing aluminum content produces an increase in hardness. In the
region with an Al content from 20at% to 30at%, there is a significant increase in hardness
from about 250Hv to over 350Hv due to the variation from large columnar grained Fe3Al
to equiaxed grained FeAl structure. In Fig. 7.8, the slopes of the hardness curve between
30at% to 50at% Al and over 50at% Al are very different. This implies another phase
variation from B2 structured FeAl to aluminum-rich phases which have already been
observed by the microstructures shown in Fig. 7.5h.
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Figure 7.8: Hardness along the vertical centerline.
The tensile testing results shown in Tab. 2 indicate the extremely low ductility of the
buildup wall at room temperature due to its intermetallic microstructure. The tensile
measurement of specimens S9 and S10 (extracted from the top section) are not available
since these specimens fractured prior to loading. The relatively high strength and
elongation of S1 in comparison to S2 is caused by the carbide precipitate at the bottom
region, as shown in Fig. 7.5a and 7.5b, which induces precipitation strengthening in the
material and stops the fracture growth inside the grains. S5 has the best mechanical
properties among all specimens showing the highest ultimate tensile strength (UTS), 0.2%
offset yield strength (0.2% YS) and elongation. At higher Al content, the mechanical
properties of the specimens start to decrease rapidly. Specimen S11 shows almost no
ductility and low strength at the top surface.
Table 7.2: Tensile testing results at room temperature.
Tensile

UTS

0.2% YS Elongation Al content

Specimen (MPa)

(MPa)

(%)

(at%)

S1

145.2

135.7

1.43

22.7

S2

83.8

70.3

1.05

25.8

S3

80

71.5

0.83

28.1

S4

166.3

146.5

1.23

31.0

S5

314.6

230.2

4.49

36.1

S6

270.4

227.3

2.35

39.7

S7

268.1

214.8

2.3

43.1
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S8

188.7

179.4

1.7

45.0

S9

N/A

N/A

N/A

46.0

S10

N/A

N/A

N/A

47.1

S11

39.5

34.2

0.28

49.1

As shown in Fig. 7.9, the fracture surfaces of the tensile specimens exhibit mostly brittle
transgranular lamellar fractures with stream patterns. No dimples are observed throughout
the sample. In S10 and S11, fracture surfaces without stream pattern are observed as the
Al content has reached over 50at%.
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Figure 7.9: Fracture surfaces of the tensile specimens.
7.1.4 Discussion
Fe-Al intermetallics is appealing for the applications requiring high damage resistance
due to its excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance property. Therefore, Fe-FeAl FGM
combining Fe-Al intermetallic and steel is a promising material for applications which
require high corrosion resistance on one side and adequate strength on the opposite side
such as cladding or coating for conventional engineering alloys [236]. For the buildup
wall fabricated using the WAAM process with in-situ alloying, the experimental results
show that the actual composition gradient is quite close to the designed value (Fig. 7.7a),
producing the expected high hardness and low ductility values at room temperature. The
bottom section of the wall shows columnar grains with carbide precipitate phases. The
expected precipitation strengthening induced by the carbide precipitates is observed in
the tensile testing results. The strength of S1 near the substrate is much higher than S2
and S3 on the centerline hardness curve and this strengthening is overborne by the
increased aluminum hardening along the buildup. Also, the higher ductility shown in S1
indicates the effects of the acicular phase Fe3AlC0.5, which reduces the crack sensitivity
of the material [131]. The lower Al content than designed in this section is caused by the
dilution from the DH36 steel substrate as the carbide precipitates are observed, and both
α-Fe and Fe3Al phases are detected in S1 according to the diffraction peaks. The height
of the dilution affected area can be reduced by decreasing the arcing current so that less
material of the substrate would go into the buildup wall, since the penetration depth of
the weld pool would be reduced. However, this would reduce deposition energy input and
cause larger composition differences in the transverse direction as shown in L1 and L2 of
Fig. 7.7b. In addition, the width of the weld pool would be reduced, resulting in a narrower
wall deposit near the substrate. There are limitations to the changes that can be made to
the process parameters, and these would be limited by the particular application.
The imbalanced Al content in the transverse direction has moderated in the middle section
as shown at L3 and L4 in Fig. 7.7b, particularly when the variation is evaluated as a
fraction of the average content. Also, the matched curves of actual composition and
designed composition (Fig. 7.7a) imply the disappearance of dilution influence. In this
section the shape and phase of the grains show evident variations with the increase of Al
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content: from large columnar Fe3Al grains to equiaxed FeAl grains. This phase variation
has also been detected by the XRD patterns (from S6 to S7) in this section. Although the
fracture surfaces are still the lamellar transgranular fractures, S5 shows the highest UTS,
0.2% YS and ductility among all specimens. This is due to the relatively smaller grain
size than the large columnar Fe3Al grains in the lower near-substrate zones, and also due
to less Al content than the upper zones with increasingly pure FeAl. The Al content of S5
is 36.1at%, which is at the dashed boundary between Fe3Al and FeAl of the binary
diagram as shown in Fig. 7.1.
In the top section of the buildup wall the hardness of the material approaches 650Hv and
the tensile specimens show almost no ductility at room temperature. In comparison to the
specimens in the lower section, the fracture surfaces of S9 and S10 show less stream
patterns and the fracture of S11 is completely ceramic-like brittle fractures without
lamellar stream patterns. Besides the inferior mechanical properties, this section also has
an inhomogeneous chemical composition as shown at the L6 in Fig. 7.7b due to the lack
of subsequent remelting and reheating processes. This may be corrected by applying
heating-only weld passes after the last deposition layer, but further experimentation is
needed to confirm that there are no detrimental effects from this additional processing
step. In the diffraction patterns of S9 and S10, Al2O3 peaks are detected which implies the
lack of inert gas protection during the deposition processes. This is due to the relatively
poorer shielding condition at the top of the build-up wall, where the base plate and trailing
shielding box form a relatively large gap and some air would possibly contaminate the
deposited material. The existence of Al2O3 could be the reason for premature fracture of
S9 and S10 samples during the tensile tests at very low loadings. Therefore, providing
sufficient inert gas protection is critical for the successful production of Fe-Al FGM with
oxidation kept under a limited level.
7.1.5 Conclusions
This study has investigated the feasibility of fabricating functionally gradient iron
aluminide structures using the WAAM in-situ alloying process. The experimental results
demonstrated that the designed chemical composition in the buildup wall can be
accurately achieved by adjusting the ratio of the wire feed from iron and aluminum wires.
The fabricated buildup wall contains a continuous composition gradient in the vertical
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build direction from 100% steel substrate to over 50at% Al content. The chemical
composition is generally homogeneous in the transverse direction, but is less consistent
in both the dilution affected region at the bottom of the wall and in the final layers at the
upper surface. The mechanical properties throughout the deposited wall have been
measured, and the specimens have shown values of room temperature strength and
ductility similar to those found in previous studies. Since the corrosion resistance property
is critical for the application of this material, future study will focus on the corrosion
mechanism of the Fe-FeAl FGM.
7.2 The corrosion resistance of Fe-FeAl functionally graded material fabricated by
WAAM process
7.2.1 Introduction
Iron-rich Fe-Al intermetallics, based on the DO3 structured Fe3Al and B2 structured FeAl,
are of interest for their excellent high temperature mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance together with lower material cost and density, being superior to many other
high temperature structural materials [128-130]. These properties make Fe3Al based iron
aluminide a promising replacement of regular stainless steel in piping and tubing for fossil
energy systems which require high thermal and corrosion resistance. To date,
advancement has been made to improve the room temperature ductility as well as strength
up to 600C, which have been the two main obstacles for its expansion in industrial
applications, through adding alloying elements or post process heat treatments [135, 139,
161, 232, 267, 268]. The corrosion properties of iron aluminides have been investigated
in a wide range of electrolytes including molten carbonates [269, 270], sulfuric acid [271,
272], coal gasification simulated environments [236, 273], an alkaline environment [274],
molten glass [275] and a chloride containing solution which simulated the physiological
media of human body [276]. Both Fe3Al and FeAl phases demonstrate a high corrosion
resistance performance against complex corrosion environments, which indicates the
potential for further application in a seawater environment [277].
Recently, Fe-FeAl functionally graded materials (FGMs) combining Fe-Al intermetallics
with Fe based alloys such as steel have become attractive due to their high corrosion
resistance in the intermetallic section and considerable ductility in the steel section [262].
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Compared to conventional homogeneous material, FGM is a competitive alternative for
structural material operating in severe environments with a high temperature gradient and
corrosive environment, due to its unique graded material properties that progressively
vary over one or more dimensions [185]. Instead of a sudden transition of two materials
which would be more likely to initiate failures, a FGM provides gradient interfaces with
a smooth transition from one material to the other at the micro level. Therefore, Fe-FeAl
FGM has the prospect of being applied as the protective material deposited over
conventional structural material in corrosive environments [263]. However, at this time,
the specific corrosion properties of Fe-FeAl FGM are not yet fully studied.
In this study, the wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process is used to fabricate
Fe-FeAl FGM with full density and high structural integrity [92]. Compared to other
existing methods for FGM fabrication such as layer/disc remelting [257], chemical
deposition/infiltration [258], powder-based furnace remelting [259] and laser rapid
prototyping [260], the WAAM process has significantly lower material supply cost and
much higher deposition rate. Pure iron and aluminum wires are fed separately into the
molten welding pool through a twin-wire feeding system using a specific wire feed speed
ratio in order to control the material composition and achieve the desired deposition rate.
This process is simultaneously an additive manufacturing (AM) process and an in-situ
alloying process.
The aim of the present research is to investigate the corrosion properties of the Fe-FeAl
FGM using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method. The relevant
material properties of parts fabricated using the WAAM process are also studied for the
future optimization of in-situ additive manufacturing process.
7.2.2 Experimental setup
Filler wires used in the WAAM process were 0.9mm diameter 99.5%-purity annealed iron
wire and 0.9mm diameter 1080 grade aluminum wire. Both wires were fed into the single
molten pool generated by a commercial gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) inverter power
source. The welding current was 140A and the arc length was kept at approximately
3.5mm to provide a welding voltage of 12.7V during each deposition. Also, the interpass
temperature was controlled at 400C in order to ensure a stable thermal condition during
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the whole buildup process. The maintenance of the interpass temperature was achieved
by clamping the substrate over a heating blanket placed in a thermal insulating box. The
wire feeders had independent speed controls to achieve Fe-FeAl FGM with varying
composition ratio. The specific wire feed speeds are listed in Tab. 7.3. The Al composition
gradient for the Fe-FeAl FGM sample was designed to increase from 15at% to 50at%,
with 5at% increments after every four layers. Two 55at% Al layers at the very top of the
deposit were added to ensure that the final Al content reached 50at%, since theoretically
the dilution from substrate can continuously influence the Al content in the buildup layers.
The setup of the two wire feeding nozzles and gas shielding is shown in Fig. 7.10. The
inert gas shielding was achieved by pure argon. And in addition to the shielding provided
by the GTAW torch itself, a trailing argon shield was applied with a flow rate of 9L/min.
The additional trailing shielding gas continues to flow during the fabricating process and
one extra minute after the arc was extinguished to minimize the oxidation. The travel
speed was set at 95mm/min to achieve the stable wire feeding to the molten pool. The
substrate was chosen to be 5.5mm DH36 low carbon shipbuilding steel due to its good
weldability, ensuring stability of the deposition process in the first few layers. The travel
speed of the tungsten torch was 95mm/min.
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Figure 7.10: Torch, wire feeders, and trailing shielding gas for the wire-arc additive
manufacturing (WAAM) process.
Table 7.3: Buildup parameters.
Al

Number

content of layers
(at%)

Wire feed speed
(mm/min)
Al

Fe

15

4

254

900

20

4

360

900

25

4

481

900

30

4

618

900

35

4

776

900

40

4

961

900

45

4

786

600

50

4

961

600

55

2

1175

600

A longitudinal cross section sample in the normal direction from the buildup wall was cut
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out for chemical composition analysis. The chemical composition was measured using a
JEOL® JSM-6490LA scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy
dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) operating at 20kV with a 1mm step size. In order to
obtain the morphology and phase information of the transverse surfaces on EIS specimens,
transverse samples were also cut out from the same height as the EIS specimens. The
etchant used for optical microstructure inspection was 50% aqua regia with
approximately 3s etching time. Phase characterization was identified on each transverse
EIS specimen using a GBC® MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with CuKα radiation
(λ= 1.5418Å); the scanning angle (2) was set from 20 to 100º with a 2/min scanning
speed. The locations of the samples within the deposited wall are shown in Fig. 7.11.

Figure 7.11: Sample extraction locations for material characterizations and EIS test.
The EIS tests were performed on a PARSTAT®2273 electrochemical system with 3.5%
sodium chloride aqueous solution at room temperature. From the bottom steel substrate
S1 to the top buildup layers S5, with the increasing Al content, five 1cm2×3.4cm
cylindrical specimens were extracted from the as-fabricated wall. A smaller 1cm2×0.64cm
sample was taken from each specimen with the top side (having higher Al content)
intended as the transverse surface for the EIS test. All specimen surfaces other than the
top surface were insulated with a chemically resistant epoxy resin. Prior to each
experiment, the transverse surface was finely polished and cleaned with acetone. The
counter electrode was set as a platinum electrode, while a saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) served as the reference electrode. To obtain a stable electric potential, the open
circuit potential was measured before each test. The frequency range used for the
impedance measurements was 10mHz-100kHz and the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal
was 10mV. The test measurements were performed when the specimens have been
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exposed in the solution after 10min, 60min, 6h, and 24h respectively.
7.2.3 Results and discussion
7.2.3.1 Material characterization
In general, the composition gradient in the as fabricated buildup wall increases smoothly
from the substrate to the top surface despite a fluctuation at the very top layers as shown
in Fig. 7.12a. This is considered to be the result of the incomplete fusion between the
wires, which is caused by the lack of remelting and reheating processes in the last few
deposition layers. The locations of the corrosion test specimens S1 to S5 are indicated on
the composition curve. According to the EDS test results on the transverse surfaces of the
specimens, the corrosion tests start from 22.7at% Al on S1, 28.1at% Al on S2, 39.7at%
Al on S3, 47.1at% Al on S4 and 51.4at% Al on S5.
Fig. 7.12b shows the diffraction results at the transverse surfaces on the five EIS
specimens and the corresponding Fe-Al binary diagram is shown in Fig. 7.13. S1 mainly
contains the Fe3Al phase while α-Fe in (200) is observed in the twin peak, which indicates
the chemical composition on this transverse surface is partially affected by the dilution
from the steel substrate. In comparison to S1, the twin peak has changed to the single
(400) Fe3Al peak in the S2 pattern and the pattern matches all four peaks in 03-065-4419
card. In S3, there is a decrease of the (400) Fe3Al peak with an increase of the (200) peak.
This is due to the disappearance of the large columnar Fe3Al grains during the increasing
of Al content. The peaks shown in S4 are characterized as the B2 structured FeAl phase
rather than Fe3Al phase as shown in the previous patterns, although the positions of the
peaks are quite similar. According to the Fe-Al binary diagram, the Al content of S4 is
already in the FeAl region [242]. The appearance of the Al2O3 peaks in S4 indicates that
some oxygen contamination has occurred during the deposition processes in this section.
As shown in the S5 pattern, the first strong peak of FeAl has changed from (200) to (100),
which indicates the variation of crystal structures/preferred grain orientations caused by
the increase of Al content.
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Figure 7.12: (a) Al content in normal direction; (b) XRD results at the transverse surfaces
on EIS specimens.

Figure 7.13: Fe-Al binary diagram [242].
Fig. 7.14 shows the microstructures of the transverse surfaces for the five individual
samples. Fig. 7.15 shows the macrostructure of the longitudinal cross section sample. The
microstructures in S1, S2 and S3 have typical Fe3Al phased grains, having a large grain
size and curved grain boundaries [212]. The equiaxed grains as observed in the transverse
plane of Fig. 7.14 are indeed columnar grains in the longitudinal plane shown in Fig. 7.15.
The columnar grains in the first three specimens display epitaxial growth through the
buildup layers and the shape shows slender grains in S1 sized around 397m (measured
according to ASTM E112-10), long and coarse grains in S2 sized around 463m, then
comparatively short columnar grains in S3 sized around 374m. According to the Al
content measurement in Fig. 3a, the columnar grains in S2 are more inclined to be
stoichiometric Fe3Al grains while the grains in S1 are influenced by the substrate dilution
and the grains in S3 are more influenced by the increased Al content. Compared to
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specimens S1 to S3, the grain boundaries of S4 (grain sized around 231m) are relatively
straight and a substantial grain refinement from columnar grains to totally equiaxed grains
is evident. As the Al content is increased, the phase has changed from DO3 structured
Fe3Al to B2 structured FeAl. The microstructure on the transverse surfaces of S5 is very
different from other specimens, as the Al content of this transverse surface has exceeded
the stoichiometric ratio of FeAl and reaches the FeAl2 region in the binary diagram.
Rather than the grains with clear boundaries as shown in the other four samples, the
microstructure of S5 shows an Al-rich morphology and mainly contains small round
grains in the grain boundaries and acicular white phase in the blocky grains. However,
the corrosion property of S5 is expected to be similar to S4, since the Al-rich phase only
exists on the surface, it is expected the B2 FeAl beneath the surface would be the main
material being tested by EIS. The etched microstructures also have shown the existence
of corrosion pits induced by the precipitates in the material, which would generate
localized galvanic cells between themselves and the intermetallics [278]. It can be
observed that the density of the corrosion pits decreases with the increasing of Al content.
Also, despite the precipitates induced by the oxidation during fabrication, the precipitates
in S1 also contain carbon containing precipitates Fe3AlC0.5 induced by the carbon
elements from dilution [217].
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Figure 7.14: Microstructure of the transverse surfaces from five samples.
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Figure 7.15: Macrostructure in the longitudinal cross section of buildup wall and the
extraction location of EIS test specimens.
7.2.3.2 Corrosion properties
The surface morphologies of S1 to S5 after 24h corrosion are shown in Fig. 7.16. Ferrous
rust caused by the low Al content appears in S1 and S2. It is observed that the ferrous rust
mainly distributes along the grain boundaries in S1, which implies that the columnar
grains have a better corrosion resistance than grain boundaries. It also indicates that the
Al content inside grains is higher than the Al content at the grain boundaries when Al
content is below 22.7at%. The existence of ferrous rust inside the grains is because some
α-Fe can exist inside the grains since the proportion of Fe is higher than the stoichiometric
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of Fe3Al. Compared to S1, no grain boundary is observed in S2 while a large corrosion
pit is observed. This implies an activation procedure in these areas. This is caused by the
incomplete fusion between Fe and Al wires at this location. According to the corrosion
potentials measured afterwards (Tab. 7.3), the electric potential of S2 after 24h is similar
to the corrosion potential of pure Al. Therefore, this corrosion pit is likely to be generated
by the activation of unfused Al. The corrosion morphology in S3 shows some white Al
corrosion products and very little ferrous corrosion, because the Al content has already
been increased to 39.7at%, which is the complete FeAl intermetallic region in the Fe-Al
binary diagram [123]. Compared to S3, the density of white Al corrosion products is
significantly increased in S4 and S5 along with the increase of Al content in these two
specimens. In general, as analyzed from the surface morphologies of S1 to S5, the last
three specimens, which contain higher Al content have shown better corrosion resistance
than the prior two specimens.
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Figure 7.16: Transverse surface morphologies after 24h exposure in the 3.5% NaCl
aqueous solution.
The corrosion potentials of S1 to S5 after 10min, 60min, 6h and 24h exposure to 3.5%
NaCl aqueous solution are listed in Tab. 7.4. The corresponding variational trends are
shown in Fig. 7.17. Generally, increasing the Al content produces a higher corrosion
potential, although the corrosion potential of S4 has a consistently lower absolute value.
As compared to the corrosion potential at 10min, the corrosion potentials of S1 show
positive shifts at 60min and 6h, then a negative shift after 24h. The corrosion potentials
of S2, S3 and S4 show negative shifts at 60min, 6h and 24h. The corrosion potential of
S2 after 24h shows a substantial negative shift and is similar to the corrosion potential of
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pure aluminum. This large shift is in line with the surface morphology of S2 in Fig. 7.16,
where a large corrosion pit is observed. This may be the result of some inadequate fusion
between the Fe and Al wires in the first few deposited layers, due to either the low
weldability between these two materials at these ratios, or inadequate heat input to the
process. Therefore, for the present WAAM process, attention should be paid to
maintaining a stable deposition process in the first few layers to ensure the complete
fusion between the two different materials.
Table 7.4: Corrosion potential of S1 to S5.
Al
content

Electric potential (V)
10min

60min

6h

24h

(at%)
S1

22.7

-0.6127

-0.5479

-0.5956

-0.6267

S2

28.1

-0.5869

-0.5912

-0.6039

-0.9456

S3

39.7

-0.57

-0.5735

-0.6025

-0.6278

S4

47.1

-0.375

-0.3954

-0.4065

-0.4235

S5

51.4

-0.5465

-0.5567

-0.6017

-0.5903

Figure 7.17: Corrosion potential of S1 to S5 after exposure to 3.5% NaCl.
Fig. 7.18 shows the typical EIS Nyquist plots of S1 to S5 after exposure to 3.5% NaCl
aqueous solution for 10min, 60min, 6h, 24h and the corresponding orders of lowfrequency limit are listed in Tab. 7.5. The low-frequency limit can indicate the corrosion
resistance of the material to some extent. Generally, higher low-frequency limit implies
better corrosion resistance. The EIS plots of S1, S2 and S4 show a single capacitive arc
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and the plots of S3 and S5 show a double capacitive arc. And according to Tab. 7.5,
samples S4 and S5 with higher Al content have better corrosion resistance than S1, S2
and S3, while after 24h low-frequency negative resistance occurs in S5. This is thought
to be induced by the chemical composition instability in the top layers of the buildup wall
as illustrated in the material characterization section (Fig. 7.12a).
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Figure 7.18: EIS Nyquist plots (X-axis represents the real part of impedance and Y-axis
represents absolute value of the imaginary part of impedance) of S1 to S5 after exposure
to 3.5% NaCl aqueous solution for: (a) 10min; (b) 60min; (c) 6h; (d) 24h.
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Table 7.5: Orders of low-frequency limit.
Exposure Order
time
10min

S5>S4>S2>S1>S3

60min

S5>S4>S1>S2>S3

6h

S4>S5>S1>S3>S2

24h

S4>S1>S3>S2>S5

7.2.4 Conclusions
A functionally graded Fe-FeAl wall structure with an aluminum composition gradient
from 0at% to over 50at% has been fabricated using the wire-arc additive manufacturing
process incorporating in-situ alloying of the Fe and Al components. The corrosion
resistance capacity of the buildup structure has been investigated using electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy. The increasing Al content in the as-fabricated Fe-FeAl FGM
buildup wall produces increased electric potentials in the test specimens, which implies
an increase of corrosion resistance. The Al in the material can generate dense Al2O3 cover
which has high electric potential and increases the contact resistance during the
electrochemical corrosion. As an exception to the general trend, and specifically for the
in-situ alloy produced for this study, the corrosion resistance of sample S2 (28.1at% Al)
after 24h was substantially decreased because of the incomplete fusion between Fe and
Al wires in the first few layers, creating pockets of iron-rich material that are easily
corroded.
Also for this study, a negative resistance was detected in sample S5 (51.4at% Al) after
24h. A typical Al passivation-activation transformation occurred, due to instability in the
chemical composition of the very top deposition layers. This instability results from a
lack of reheating and remelting that is experienced by the lower layers and improves their
homogeneity. These anomalies highlight deficiencies in the fabrication process that need
to be resolved, rather than unexpected material behavior. Therefore, for the present
WAAM process, attention should be paid to deposition of the first few layers to ensure
the complete fusion between the two wires; and appropriate reheating or remelting should
be added as a finishing step to the final layers to ensure uniform chemical composition in
the very top section of the FGM structures.
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The microstructure in the as-fabricated buildup wall has exhibited relative large grain size
in the bottom and middle sections of the buildup wall. Therefore, post fabrication heat
treatment should be applied to improve mechanical properties in the buildup structure. As
a final practical consideration, adequate inert gas protection should be maintained
throughout the WAAM process in order to eliminate the detriment of oxidation in the
buildup material.
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Chapter 8 Summary and Future Work
This final chapter presents a general summary of this thesis work and provides the
suggestions for the potential future work on the WAAM system according to the current
research stage of the present research subject.

8.1 General summary
The present research work has investigated the feasibility of using the Wire-Arc Additive
Manufacturing (WAAM) process to fabricate Fe-Al intermetallics with homogenized
chemical composition at 30at% Al content and functionally graded chemical composition
from 0at% to over 50at% Al content. Also, the influences of the parameters during the
WAAM process, especially the deposition current, interpass temperature and travel speed
of the torch have been investigated in details aims at increasing the system stability during
manufacturing.
Subsequently, in order to obtain further understanding of the mechanical properties inside
the additive manufactured iron aluminide material, an in-depth study on the influence of
specific loading orientation on the tensile properties of the buildup component was
applied.
Furthermore, the phase variation and transformation inside the buildup iron aluminide
material during each deposition process was in-situ characterized on a neutron diffraction
instrument named Wombat, which is located on the TG1 thermal guide at the Open Pool
Australian Lightwater (OPAL) reactor. And in the ND experiment, the temperature
variation of the deposition process was simulated by a single heating-up experiment on
an AM fabricated iron aluminide cubic sample with consistent composition.
In addition, as the application area of iron aluminide is mostly in the corrosion resistance
desired environment, the corrosion mechanism of the functionally composition graded
AM fabricated iron aluminide was characterized by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) method.
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A general summary of the principal results obtained from the above work is presented as
follows:
(1) By using the wire-arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) process which incorporates
in-situ alloying of the elemental iron and aluminum components, it is feasible to produce
Fe3Al-based iron aluminide, exhibiting consistent composition and full density.
(2) According to the obtained tensile test results, the yield strength of the additively
manufactured Fe3Al based iron aluminide at room temperature is approximately 50MPa
higher than comparable material fabricated by conventional methods in previous research,
however the room temperature elongation of the AM fabricated material would be 0.5%
less.
(3) The appropriate deposition current during the deposition process is significant for the
geometry, particularly the width of the buildup components. Also, an adequate deposition
current is necessary for the complete melting and intermixing of filler wires to achieve
the expected chemical composition, since the excessively small molten pool cannot fully
absorb the melted Al droplets from the filler wire.
(4) Although the interpass temperature has a relatively small influence on the geometry
of the buildup component, this parameter is significant for the mechanical properties
inside the buildup material. According to the tensile test results, an increase of interpass
temperature improves both yield strength and elongation of the deposited material in the
middle section of the buildup walls and excessively low interpass temperature has
induced longitudinal cold cracking in the dilution effected zone of the buildup component.
Also, a decreased interpass temperature has produced non-symmetrical deposition at the
base of the buildup wall, because of an insufficiently large weld pool that is
asymmetrically affected by the differing energies required to melt the two different filler
materials.
(5) Generally, the travel speed of the deposition tungsten torch influences the depth of the
dilution affected zone because of the line varied deposition energy input. The excessively
high travel speed also induces Al lost because of the inadequate molten pool size.
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(6) In the in-depth study on the WAAM fabricated iron aluminide, a progressive hardness
increase is revealed in the vertical buildup direction from bottom to top, which is caused
by a variation in specific cooling rate of each single deposition layers. This phenomenon
indicates the need for further development of interpass temperature control for the
WAAM process.
(7) As expected from the large columnar grain morphology, the tensile properties of the
buildup iron aluminide component have shown different results in longitudinal and
normal orientations. Generally, material in the longitudinal direction has shown higher
strength than in the normal direction, while elongation is correspondingly reduced.
Therefore, to obtain more homogenized mechanical properties within the buildup
material, a gran refinement process is required.
(8) According to the Wombat high intensity ND results, a small amount of B2 structured
FeAl phase is characterized inside the buildup iron aluminide component, rather than the
single Fe3Al phase results obtained by XRD test. This is due to the accuracy of the XRD
equipment that the phase with fraction under 5wt% cannot be detected. Therefore, in
summary, the 30at% Al iron aluminide fabricated by the WAAM process is mostly consist
of Fe3Al phase with a small amount of FeAl phase.
(9) The ND results also indicates the significance of the homogenization and ordering
heat treatment for the WAAM fabricated Fe3Al based iron aluminide, otherwise the
imperfectly ordered Fe3Al phase would occupy most of the material.
(10) Besides, the iron aluminide structure with consistent Al content, the WAAM also has
proved its feasibility of manufacturing functionally graded material (FGM) with various
Al content as a function of height. The experimental results demonstrated that the
designed chemical composition in the buildup wall can be accurately achieved by
adjusting the ratio of the wire feed from iron and aluminum wires.

8.2 Suggestions for future work
The present research has made progress in successfully applying the Wire-Arc Additive
Manufacturing (WAAM) process for in-situ fabricating the Fe-Al intermetallics with
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designed compositions. Also, the mechanical properties, particularly tensile properties of
the fabricated iron aluminide buildup components have been investigated in depth. In
addition, the phase transformation procedure inside the deposit during each deposition
process has been characterized in details using Wombat, which is a high intensity neutron
diffraction instrument.
However, further understanding of the relationship between microstructure and
mechanical properties (especially the mechanical properties under high temperature) and
further development of the WAAM system are still desired in the future work. Therefore,
the suggestions summarized from the current research stage of the WAAM subject are
described as follows.
(1) Further analysis of the grain refinement on the material and mechanical properties of
the iron aluminide buildup component is desired. As shown in the experimental results,
the grains inside the Fe3Al based buildup components are all extremely large columnar
grains with preferred epitaxial orientations; and this morphology has induced different
tensile properties between longitudinal and normal directions. Therefore, additional grain
refinement processes, such as recrystallization heat treatment and certain mechanical
treatment is required.
(2) TEM characterization on the micron and nano level precipitates inside the iron
aluminide is desired. As exhibited in the microstructures, there are always micron and
nano level precipitates distributed inside the grains and along the grain boundaries.
However, it is relatively difficult to accurately characterize them under the optical
microscopy or SEM because of the limitation of magnification. As long as these
precipitates have the possible influence on the mechanical properties of the buildup
material, the characterization on the precipitates is significant for further understanding
on the iron aluminide material and development of the WAAM process.
(3) Further characterization on the fiber structure inside the large columnar grains is
needed. The morphology inside the columnar grains under high magnification SEM has
exhibit fiber structures with different orientations in different grains. This phenomenon is
possibly related to the orientations of the grains. Therefore, further investigation of this
phenomenon has great benefit in further understanding the properties of the material and
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the desired grain refinement process for the iron aluminide buildup components.
(4) The mechanical properties of the iron aluminide buildup components under high
temperature is worthy of further investigation. As long as the application area of Fe-Al
series intermetallics is in the components used under high temperature and high corrosive
environment, the in-situ investigation on the plastic deformation of the Fe-Al
intermetallics under high temperature is significantly meaningful for deeper
understanding on the deformation mechanism of iron aluminide.
(5) Further development for the current WAAM process is needed. As shown in the
present research, further development of the WAAM process in specific areas such as
interpass temperature control, gas shielding and integrating the twin wire WAAM process
to welding robots is very much desired for the industry application of this twin wire
WAAM system.
(6) Application of the WAAM process on other series of intermetallics. To date, the twin
wire WAAM system has been proved feasible of producing titanium aluminide and iron
aluminide, however the feasibility of this process on other intermetallics such as Ni-Al,
Ti-Ni, and Cu-Al series intermetallics is unknown. It would be very interesting to
investigate the performance of the WAAM process in fabricating the mentioned
intermetallics.
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